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ca  - sun stood still, (Chinese records, AND in the Bible) days became . 

ca years later huge earthquake under the crucifixion-  followed in around (?) PassOver
 #... 

 

(and just what is that?)...  
And in the bible:  Kings, Hezekiah/Isaiah and Joshua 10:13

 

so go another ca years – more and less 

Giovanni Cassini in saw a new very large planet "behind"  our sun ...  

because  all our own planets FOLLOW  the sun... none can go ahead and get  "behind"  it. 

Then  to July  prince Otto made the calendars into Wiping years off history 

Now why would authority do that?   
 

Was it a RESET? Keeping in our minds there is a long period for us  to view the interlopers' journey 
inside our own planetary system during which time many of our planets are altered, not just in their 
stance but pysical properties too. So far, this visit has been naked-eye seen in our skies since '2002' – 
and that has only been the incoming part of its trip!  Eighteen years approaching, likewise for leaving. 

How apt is that = in ordinary view for at least 36
  #...

of our years! 
 kept hidden from us for most of it by our grubberments.

 
 

Since the crucifixion of the Martyr Jesus, that would make this current  shar  around of our orbit 

years each  – almost all of those (up to Oct. '2013')  consisting of days. 

The orbits we have had since Oct '2013' (to 2020') have been at at days (and growing) 

and  plus or minus the real year 1 of our lord Jesus which could have been year 33, 
#...

  the 

martyr's crucifixion date  is close enough to the ca year gaps that seem to occur between our own 

major upheavals. 
 

The last time "comet" "Ison" came towards Earth the weather witnessed from was as crazy as it 

is now. Here is a short summary from:  
 

A Chronological Listing of Early Weather Events  by nuclear physicist James A. Marusek/ 
impact@hughes.net (www.breadandbutterscience.com) page  444    
 

"The weather for the period of the previous comet Ison in "  
making next one due around 700 years later, meaning this timing say, give or take, I380 and since we are in I344 this year/2020  
a difference of ca 36/33 years fits well enough with their elliptical orbit and our unknown calendar start-date. 

 

Winter of   In 1680 in England, the frost was long and hard.
47, 72, 93 

The winter was intensely cold in  all Europe.   

The Little and Great Belts in Denmark were frozen, and many people perished.
1
 

This year the cold was so severe as to split whole forests of oak trees.
30 

  

In I
.
680 in southern  France,  the cold kills all the olive trees.

79 

In I
.
681 A.D. England, all the spring and summer was dry.

47, 72 

Winter of I681 /1682 A.D.  In the United States, on 11 December 1681,  the Delaware River near 

Philadelphia was frozen solid in one night so as to be passable on the ice.  

   
Uluru ~ the  'bow'  view following our sun Carolina ~ the stern view 

From THE COMING OF COMET ISON & THE FEMALE CHRIST  by Dan Green  

France is 'next door' to 

Greece, so how come the 

Greek olive trees did not all 

die too?  Greece boasts 

olive trees of thousands of 

years in age 
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from Dan Green: 
"Now that we are on the threshold of replacing          
the term ‘paranormal’ with an explanation of the 
phenomenon by way of the term  ‘

’,   it makes life a little easier to  
share one’s experiences with the actuality.   
Quantum Entanglement, used in physics to describe 
inseparable relationships between quantum systems 
which, when reduced to layman’s terms explains how  
information  can  be shared no matter how far apart 
they exist – communication taking place outside of 
space-time to confirm the Buddhist* teaching that all 
things are linked and that separation is an illusion. " 
 Rene d’Anjou ‘La Fountaine de Fortune’ –  
          Comet ISON approaching ? (asks Dan Green) 
this for me; is to establish a date by their fashions, not the 400s... 

when stockings were underwear, the pointed footwear = mid 600s

Dan Green speaking of the painting: "in which a fallen knight has a pair of wings upon his helmet, with a heart between. Naturally we are 
given to thinking that the hazy orb in the sky is a diffused sun, but if we were to think of an approaching celestial body then what we 
could actually be seeing is the fuzzy, temporary atmosphere of a comet face on. That it is moving would explain the noted anomaly in the 
illustration of the shadows not being in the same direction, whereby we would expect them to be if cast by a fixed sun. The nucleus of a 
comet may also be referred to as its ‘heart’, and the wings it sits between in the illustration appear to duplicate the ‘wings’ or discharge of 
a comet. Now, we refer back to the Comet ISON, for the letters are an anagram of SION, the alleged Priory that watches over the Grail 
secret. Also, from the Rennes-le-Chateau Parchments that decode at Lincoln Cathedral is the enigmatic reference to  " 

 *not only Buddhist, but the monk Michael Psellus the Younger made this statement in his 'Chronographia' in "ƚ055"AD 

Just for the heck of it, I went to 6 8 1  (BUT 681 is also the DATE of  )

Pointing out the painting shown here must be in accidental reverse. The lady on the ground is not a "fallen knight" 

because she is wearing a form of wimple and would be riding her palfry side saddle, and the knight's horse is behind the 

sorrel horse, which must be hers because it has a very long stirrup leather (for side-saddle occupation) but  the  single 

stirrup is on the wrong side of the horse. Unless the lady only has one  leg. What would the piece of equipment signify? 

Looks like an apothecary collection.The "wings" and 'heart' on the helmet I think do refer to the winged red planet. 

Ceulx qui eftoient en regne pour fcauoir, ƚ557 edition                                                    CAREFREE=psychotic 

KNOUUS QUEER ISON QUIETENS POUUERFUL EXULTING CAREFREE SERUICE TO SELF UUEEPIER ELITE 
TOXIC PLANET EXCRETION. CERN ENGINEERS CONFIGURE GENUINE EQUATOR   FIXTURE CREEPS, EXERTS FOREIGN 
ALIEN FRINGE POLICE OFFICERS AUUFUL EGO-TRIP.   PAINFUL SKIN INFECTIVE EXPERIENCE GUILLOTINE EXECUTIONS.
UNIQUE FREE CELORATE RE-UNION VRIL ENERGIES EQUATION UUORKS NEGATIVE NEUROTOXIC FLAK OUTRAGE QUA.  
LEARN: EUREKA free energy EXOTIC FLUX;  COURAGE IS FREE ENERGIES UUIN                             FLAK OUTRAGE exhaust  C+F+CELORATE 

GUILT-FREE EXECUTING REPTILE FOR QUEER QUEUES OF FLEETING TOXINS/chemtrails QUEEN CASSEOPEA 
RECOGNITION XENOGENETIC CRUX-GRUS FROG-LIKE REPTILE CREATURE FELONS PREFER FLEEING TO NEUU COURT:  
TAXIES EXCEPTIONAL  

 INFECTIVE EXPERIENCE GUILLOTINES, the word CORONAVIRUS, and EXECUTING PEERS is in here too 
 QUA  = already said: the negative radioactive exhaust reason for flat tops on pyramids   C+F+CELORATE   
 PAINFUL SKIN  I wonder if this is Morgellons or something like that, or some other infectious plague, leprosy 

   CERN CONFIGURES GENUINE EQUATOR FIXTURE CREEPS – see IS EQUATORIAL UUANDERING  C+F+ endnotes 

 XENOGENETIC CRUX-GRUS (Crane-Heron) FROG-LIKE – the chameleons. Soros and McCain were said to be chameleons by 
Chani in the CHANI PROJECT. Those "SPUN IN CRANE/HERON" 8 40 4 "STEALTHIER BAAL" "ABLE TO ECHO DESIRES" 

6 8 1 Ceux qui eftoient en regne pour fcavoir,  ƚ562 edition 
(5 11  recall Saturnines burned by the Millers) 

ERECTING SECRETIVE VOICE FREQUENCIES GROUUN UUITS RECEPTIVE GENES GONE, ONCE/after GRIEVE GREENERIES 

6 8 1 Ceux qui estoient en regne pour scauoir   Allan Webber TEMPLATE       those who are in the realm for knowledge 

RUE QUEUE UP (orbit}:  GENERATE CONTINUOUS EXTERIORISATIONS EXERCISE…                                   separation is an illusion 
GAIN PICTURESQUE ERRONEOUS EXECUTION [of the task] EQUATION IS INSECURE GROUP: equals the creation of insecurity   
R.O ACCEPT OUR E'A ANU ONE UP (NOUU A RA) EXERTS  CUES  CONGRUENCE     changes the orbits What Are The Chances  
Congruence (symbol: ≅) is the state achieved by coming together, the state of agreement.  
The Latin congruō meaning “I meet together, I agree”.                                                                                      I AM RA: The Law of One 
Well, here I am – once more astonished. At this stage I recommend the reader has another look at the ISON articles 

2 73 4 Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion.                         seems to be 3 eruption dates. Mother Shipton said "three sleeping giants" 

 MONDAY IN ARMS’ 
Gemini MAY.Gemini in May is May 22 - 31 (June 10 – 22 is also in Gemini is also C+F+BILE - seems to be 3 eruption dates   

 C+F+EPITAPH same date   
READ:    ISON COMET NARROUU SPAN IS ORDINARY RAPID PASSAGE, TYRANNOUS DRAGON UUORRYING ARRAYS; DROUUNING 

DRAINS APRON.  ENORMOUS RADIANCY ACRIMONY ~ TURN-AROUND  
PARANOID PANSY [Hogue] NADIR, ANNOYED NOUU ANGRY  ORDERING  UUARNING  SAYS  UURONG PERSON PRAISED 

o  

Notice the major dates 

are the 11th ? Elite dates 

Feb, April, Jun,  October. 
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3 32 4 Et au terroir de la gent Mantuane. g  y555  published Nov 7 2013  torrential magnet is URRI' the earth sized iron planet in the Nemesis system 
alteration of "age" related, meaning Calendar Reset 

Nemesis/Urri' Elo'im RELATED GREATER TEAM 
(Earths orbit, Oct. 2013)  and just another line warning us- the same of the ROOT CELLAR guidance in What Are The Chances? 

8 70 4 Terre horrible noir de phisonomie  
ISON IS BORDERLINE DIRE TRIP IS NOT HORRIBLE METEOR PERIL. BOTH BOLD BOÖTES/Arcturus THORN 
(thurisaz sky rune is Cepheus/Arm/Black Knight Seraph) HERO BIREO BIRD ELDER HINDER, OOOMPH  THE BLOODIER PROBLEM 

 ELDER is a pun, the Celtic Tree date is Nov 25 to Dec 23  and HIND is Dec 24 to Jany 20 

 BIREO BIRD refers to Elders from Cygnus 
 a "horrible meteor peril" means the comet Ison does not hit Earth which meteors can and do 
 000MPH the same description used in the Da Vinci Script 

9 13 2 Conduirs de nuit pour marcher a Lauxois :  
RANCID DRACO DINOSAUR-ANDROID CROSS (Grayle reptoid) , HANDICAP PROLE folk UUITH MONO  
SODIUM[G.] SACCHARINE, CHEMTRAILS, TOXIC ELECTRICAL, POISONED UUATER AND  
ISON COMET CLIMAXES CORRUPT COUUARDS MURDEROUS RAPTURE; CHINESE RACE LAUU ACCORD PACT 
READ: SIRIUS URANITE UUARLORDS UUORST UUAR CRIMINALS SORROUUS SUPERIOR UUONDROUS EXOTIC ELOHIM 

 = this genocide, the Quiet Weapons For Silent Wars 

10 47 2 L'on mettra fus par la trahifon faicte, 
RUSSIAN PREMIER PROLETARIAN PUTIN FLAUNTS THE TRUTH; HALTS FATAL ISON COMET  PARANOIA 

 rimarranno scoperte e palese nella state. the English  They remain exposed and evident within the state.
  Reptilians, the ‘ante christ’ causing the "state" to steal children, keeping our density low promoting eating meat, 

ISON COMET MOONS ALERT: PARALLELS EARNEST LARCENIES REAPER RARER AREAS 
 

LEARNT SARRI' PLANET RELEASES SATANIC SARAN REPTILES, (OPERATES REPLICATE POSER CLONES) 

ARTISANS LEMONS OANNES ALIENS REAPPEARANCE PERPETRATES RESONANCE LASER  TORMENT 

 LEMONS OANNES in the Last Supper, at each Lemon on the table is a hidden member of the Anu family 
 RESONANCE  LASER directed energy weapon, D.E.W. or directed energy field D.E.F. sonic frequencies 

 
5 11 
The sea will not be passed over safely by those 
of the sun, 
     the Anakim will not pass safely over those 

from celestial Sea (Argo-Mantids) 
Those of Venus will hold all Africa.        
[They are the] 
Saturnines  will no longer occupy their 
realm,       Saturnines burnt by the MIllers 
And changing the Asiatic part.   

5 24 
The realm and law raised under Venus,  
     (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus 

Saturn will have dominion over Jupiters 
empire: 
The law and realm raised by the Sun, 
By those of Saturn suffering  the worst 

fire.  
the rings of Saturn have been disappearing 

The Saturnines – Anakim burnt by the millers 

6 17 
After the queues [orbits] the ass-drivers 
[Aurigans] burned, 
They will be obliged to change diverse 
garbs:   (space suits) 
Those Saturnins burned by the millers,  
The Elohim Alliances (millwheel of 

precession) will not be cowered  or 

Except the greater part which can not be 
covered. hidden (the Quantum part) 

BUT JUST BEFORE THAT ( ) ON ANOTHER CONTINENT January  Gregory turns January 

 into the beginning of the new fiscal year - ADDING a number 1  EXCHANGING the  prefix 

for the number. - calling it  

Had pope Gregory really been in he should have taken 13 days 
(Niemitz) 

but he only removed 10. 
In the pdf files HOW ENKI OPERATES  page 19: spotted in the frontispiece of: 

 

Chez Pierre Hubault, tenant fa Boutique :en la rue Efcuyere, à l'enfeigne du Croiffant. 

Right in your faces are the words "en lumiere grand' diligence reueues" = 
"enlightenment made with great inspection/review". 

First line directly under the heading  PREDICTIONS 

...iufques  en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, 
= these five eighty-three the  and see  C+F+ 5 83, C+F+ ENDNOTES the second ones first made millenium

Why was all this obfuscation? 
 

Does Nemesis really have a 700 year give or take return orbit? 
We have found via the Hidden Texts that we are really in  I344 AD @ 2020.  
 

Did Sitchin make an error on the length of  a shar? Accidentally?  or on purpose?.  
Or is it 360 odd+ years out  (and not 3660) and similar to return, not always fixed due to their orbital 
shar  being  elliptical.  
Here is an example of why the Solstice days are SO important to the pagan way of life. 
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Imagine you are on Zha.am.i – Nibiru and the planet has reached its furthest point away before returning 
towards Sol.   
The planet pauses for three of those 'days' as ours does when arriving at the solstice.    In reality: THAT is the 
beginning of the "new year" saying goodbye to the winter orbits and looking towards the warmer return. 
Our own winter solstice, December 21,22, and 23

rd
 should be the last days of the calendar year, but the Julian 

calendar had it as first day of Spring and the Egyptians used the August harvest as the end of the [agricultural] 
year with September 1

st
 the spring  - hence the Lion bodied Virgo headed Sphinx. 

 

But wait! 
 

CURRENTLY that date for Spring is in the SOUTHERN hemisphere. Yet it only seems to have been that way 
since the late-middle y600s. We have two illustrations that tell us this, one is a prophecy (the vignette) and one 
is a prediction by Chavigny in early y600 hidden in plain sight. 
These publications, followed by Cassini's y672 discovery by telescope in the same century. 
The word "solstice" simple means "sun standing still".  
In both the case of Zha.am.i and our planet, it is the same sun  =  Sol. 
We have been witnessing  signs  of the mini Nemesis system since at least 2000 – first coming in, then wending 
its way PAST us and expected to begin leaving around 2021 to 2023  (according to the  Russians) and now it is 
somewhere close about  us – in view for the general public for at least the last ten years, and caught on many 
weather cams world wide. 
Here is the place to add two mighty interesting images, both drawn up during the time of the Nostradamus 
family, in the 500s and early 600s.  
Both show Taurus facing the wrong way, that is to say, the opposite  way to the placement we see it today! 
There are many other clues that Giza was once in the southern half of our planet.  
The first provided by the good docteur himself – in his Preface letter to his 3 y.o. son Cesar (and to us, because 
we are as three year olds to his knowledge base) to "always, always look to the stars first". 
The Name SUMER means "south sea" and the word Penu (pronounced Benu) means "south land". 
For those who have been following the Hidden Texts, the constellation of Grus in the southern hemisphere is no 
stranger. It was once known as Bennu (a dancing crane with one wing bent back and its sharp beak in the tail of 
Pisces) but also known as Phoenixoptera, (and why would THAT be?Retruning from the fire/sun, re-set) Crane, 
Heron, Ibis and in the texts as Jabiru.Yet it brings to mind the dancing Brolga of Australia. A bird known to 5

th
 

dynasty Egyptians who left their mark at more than one place in Australia, the Bambara walls at Kariong near 
Gosford being the first to come to mind. 
Recall the word PENULTIMATE in the texts, relating to a "perfect flip" last but one shar of Nemesis ago? 
Which I took to be in the Age of Gemini, using the information Sitchin left, that of a 3660 year orbit of the 
Nemesis system... that length of orbit now deeply in question. 

9 91  2  Le Chersonnez tiendra & Marceloyne  ƚ562 publication 
= RELY  CORE,  [stage gate/star-gate or the core of Earth] RELY  A  LONELY  LATE COMER  HELEN  CHOSEN:   
MET HER, TRAINED,  REANIMATED  text  LINES- 
ORACLE  CHEERS … DETRIMENT  NONE  Allan Webber's template above  

THE RAZE CONCERNED NELLIE’S LINES : NO OTHER HAD CREDENCY THESE  ILLS  RE:LONDONER'S [Icke] RESET 
9 91 2  Le Chersonnez tiendra & Marceloyne 
R.O. CONCERNED HELEN with  ANALYZES  TIMER   (calendar) ONCE  (after she)  RE-NORMALIZED   ANCESTRY  RESET                                                                                            
9 91 PeryntheNicopolle TO  PROPHETIC HIPPOCRENE poetic inspiration ONE NELL PERCEPTION understands HYPOCRITE ENLILYHWH 

 IN CREEPY EPIC EPOCH PHOTO PROPHECY TIE-IN HYPER-PHOTON THEORY.  PITY THE PRICEY NEPHRILE ORION CELL PHONE

                            and TAURUS BACK TO FRONT                                           PLEIADES BACK TO FRONT IN 566, 582/3  WAS A RESET   

  
and notice the curve of a  giant planet in the background 
Casseopea and Cepheus are facing the wrong way as is 
Taurus  (no hind legs) and the empire of Orion 

Here is further proof Chavigny was "in the know" and NOT 
vilified by Nostradamus just because the doctor did not 
include Chavigny in his will. See the bridge? Means stargate 
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whoever spotted this detail I salute you.  Once again the Pleiades has been depicted as just the seven stars in the 
image bottom left, but if you look closely at the cropped top left illustration there are eight, with the ninth cut off. 
The "bridge" once again proves Chavigny was in the know. We see Taurus here back to front, with Pleiades trailing. 

 

I personally saw two planets May 2017 – behind our sun top right limb.  
 

 *Hancock has a Maya reset date as August 3114BC – which was the 3127 BC. episode, taking a little time to  
recover, then record it 

 This was when our orbital year had been  260 days, according to Maya calendars - becoming 360 days as a 
result 

 making a shar of the Nemesis system at approximately a third more common so around four shars between 
3127BC and 705BC when we became 365 days and the "miserable"  Maya considered the extra five days as 
"bad luck" days      (appr. a third more = 360 minus 260)  

In the Baghavad Ghita, the word Maya is taken as "deluded"

 

2 86    Ɨ.557 
Near  Adriatic wave wreck for the fleet:  
The earth trembles pushed up into the air falling on land: 
Egypt trembles Mahometan increase,                  

The herald surrenders residence was appointed to cry out. 
The "herald" 2 44 3  the cleo, the messenger, the collator 

 the Mt Fesulan wave 
 The Lusitanians not happy thereby - earthquakes 
 The timing of  Muslim "refugees" 
5 36 3 Sur la placente donne à vielle tard ƒve, 

(On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away) 

cymbals trumpets bells ~ making sense of the senseless 2 44 4 
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2 86 3 Egypte tremble augment Mahommetique   ƚ555 publication 

YEAR MEET HOT MIGHT ENTOMBING  GEM:  BLANKET UUET  MEMPHITE  MAMMOTH TEMPLATE BEGONE  PENULTIMATE  
BOG  AGAIN  TEMPTING  THE  UUEAK  MEEK  MARTYR, NEGOTIATE  EARTH  TUMBLING  TOUGH  TUUENTY  EIGHTEEN   
THE GNOMELIKE  BLUE  E.N.E  AMPUTEE  LEG, ARGO MANTIS,  FROM ELOHIM, TAME ABLE MEEK (righteous) PUTIN MAKING A 
BETTER  GEM./Earth TOGETHER  MERELY BEAT THE OBDURATE N.UU.O. THEME. THEY MEET GREAT MEGA  ANU  UUHO 
TARGET  TANK  THE  YANKEE  MONEY  MARKET GEOMETRY, GROTTY  REMOTE  ENIGMA  ENTRY  AIM TORMENT  BY 
MUTATE, ROTATING  GHETTO  GEM Earth  TO GET HER ROUGH  MONKEY  TEEN2016 AGE... 
o HOT MIGHT = Nemesis  ENTOMB  covering Earth in darkness (TENEBRIOUSNESS IS APRILS SONG) 
o MEMPHITE  MAMMOTH  TEMPLATE    the Giza plateau, noting the original line is about Egypt 
o PENULTIMATE = last but one (see other lines about a PERFECT FLIP LAST BUT ONE SHAR AGO)    
o BEGONE,  means in ages before  and  BOG  AGAIN...  and see “drenches”  and “mud” lines 
o TOGETHER seems to be a key word like “mutineer” is (meaning Putin)and “utopian” for Tellinger 
o GNOMELIKE  BLUE  E.N.E  AMPUTEE  LEG the little blue greys from Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus 
see other lines about this blanket wet such as 

12  4  4 HENCE CHEERS: SACRED GARDENER  E’A CARES: ARRANGES ‘ENHANCE DRENCHES’ GREEN GRASS.  
1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoiant rameau,                                                      ADD: NAME E’A RAIN MENU ON  RUIN:   

the English     La femmina nel passare uno tristo e  fangoso    The female Nell Mead one in passing sad and  muddy ...
from Nostradamus:                                      2:4:1 FLUKE   POET’S    SOUL  UALES: SHEEP  ARE  UP  -  UUIDE  MUD  IS  IN.    
9 45 3 Loing de la cour fera contremander,  

.. and 3 33 3 = NICER MANTID MUD ON MALODOUR OGRE .
MAKES  PILTDOWN  MAN OF EMPTY ELITE MANKIND  the man in the bog 
3 100 2 D'homme ennemi fera victorieux: 
EXAMINE IN CHIEF presidentHE HAM (black man) OVERT MOVE TO MUD [volcanic lahar] MURDER. Yellowstone quatrain ''instant murder'' 

the plan was to bomb Yellowstone and walk away to Mars in a Jump Room, but the Seraphim sasared the Mars base 
SINE USER: using sonic energy, free energy, the directed energy field as a tool, not a sasar weapon, and not “Gabriel’s Ark” 
3 94 4 queparcefieclelesrendratrefcontens 

 
o CAREFREE = psychotic 

PERFECT FLIP 
QUESTION: and was it a perfect  flip??  § ANSWER:  4 95 3 Les deux Vestales contre rebelleront, 

EXCELLENT R.O. (Andr. Cncl) SUBTLE RELATEDNESS LAST BUT ONE  OLDER  REVERSES  OVER (poles shift)  

The 5th dynasty door lintel of Seti I had been plastered over & renovated  later, since Seti I was pharaoh in ca. 1294–1279 
B.C. and the fifth dynasty was circa 2494–2345BC Shaw 2000 according to current  thinking.       
This dating will be explored  herein. 
How do we know the door lintel is 5th dynasty?  
The aerial refueller on it also appears on a 5th dynasty stele in the Br. Museum titled "the Hunting Scene". 
     “Our knowledge of the succession of Egyptian kings is based on kinglists kept by the ancient Egyptians themselves. The 
most famous are the Palermo Stone, which covers the period from the earliest dynasties to the middle of Dynasty 5; the 
Abydos Kinglist, which Seti I had carved on his temple at Abydos; and the Turin Canon,  a papyrus that covers the period 
from the earliest dynasties to the reign of Ramesses II. All are incomplete or fragmentary. We also rely on the History of 
Egypt written by Manetho in the third century B.C. A priest in the temple at Heliopolis, Manetho had access to many 
original sources and it was he who divided the kings into the thirty dynasties we use today’’   
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/phar/hd_phar.                 
CAVEAT: “All the history we have been taught is wrong”  the Peter Moon Bucegi videos 
LAST BUT ONE = PENULTIMATE 
“BAUVAL forum 

3 82 1 Freins, Antibol, villes au tour de Nice 

ISSUE TROUBLED  INDECISIVE AUSTRALIAN  INTRODUCES BENNU”  that is, the Grus floorplan design of Giza Plateau 

The ‘issue’ which troubled me was the absolutely perfect to within-a-centimetre- flip of the planet “last but one” shar 
ago. According to these texts and their directives, this event happened in the Age of Gemini ca 7,000 years ago 5630BC   

 (a perfect flip – how appropriate for Gemini!) But see in Part 6 of LEONARDO & MARDUK where I asked “has there been a 
perfect roll over in the three shars SINCE Leo rising??  Because the Giza pyramids still face true north south...   

presage 12 Octobre continues:          BETTER CUBE:  indicating there is a ‘worse’ cube  QUEEN’S/ Cassiopeia 
“STUPIDEST  TRESPASS;  DISCLOSURE  QUARRELS  ARE  INTOLERABLE”.  
“IS  PLENTEOUS  DIRENESS.  DISTRUST  UON  BRAUN;  
UUAS  PESTILENTIAL  PROSTITUTE   CLONE:                 becoming a clone is done against one’s knowledge and wishes 
IS  QUESTIONABLE  PLEBS  SLANDER  AT  BEST.”         a rumour 
RECLUSE NEL PARKS SECURES  QUEASIER  SOLIDNESS  [the] REST= 
ILL-SUITED BEAST IN DARK RED BOLD PRINT IOU TEST.    you go and do some deep re-search about those written in red 
UON BRAUN  UUAS  SKILLED  SPIDER-STRESSED; (black goo?)  could even be saying “killed” by Harald Vella’s spider goo 
 TOLD CUTE CULTURED NAÏUE (not knowing) CAROL ROSIN  UUENT:                                 told lies by a cloned Von Braun 
ADULTERED  DEBUT... UUAS  OBSTACLE  INTENT/                                            debut at the May 2001  GREER DISCLOSURE   
 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/phar/hd_phar
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ICKE IESUS SOUL :  BLUNTNESS  INTERPRETS  REPTILE  ABLE   (There is a pdf forum titled ICKE JESUS SOUL PITUITE) 
ILLUSTRATES  SINCERE  REPULSION;  BRUTAL,  UNSTABLE 
LAUDS  tells everyone  DISREPUTABLE  REPTILE  TORTURE, 
AND  ILLNESSES  ADULTERER,  UIA  ELITE. 
DERO BEAST,  LUSTINESS  BANDIT PIRATES  SLOBBER  “RAPTURE”.  
‘BASE ABUSE, STINK’ UNDER NATIONAL PARKS – NO SCRUPLES TO EAT. 
DERO IS SUB-REPTILE ANUNNAKI (Nephilim) SECRETED hidden IN NATURE  
PRINCE  UALIANT  [Thor/YHWH lord of the air wind and storms] SETS  NUCLEAR  SABOTEUR  BOAT:  (Earth) 
SUUEET-TALK,  ENTRANCES,  BLINDS  DULL REPROBATE,   ELITE  TRENDIES  UUAIT. 

o see how a “key word” is used? The “out of tune pianos”  appeared in WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR 

ICKE JESUS SOUL WARNINGS 
1 52 1  
LONDONER EXCELS: INDICATION ICKE IS UUAS JESUS SOUL COMPLEX 
EXPLAINED JUICIEST COMPLEXIONS SAD INJUSTICE MOD CONS.  
3 10 3  
ICKE PITTANCE  PITUITE (spitting habit old people often get).  
PECULIARISM CHAFED ONE.  
PACT treaty  ITEM  trade in children AIMS UPRISE PICA, FED.  
where PICA means eating something unusual 
4 26 3  
DOCTRINE GRACE ALLOCATED ICE COLD.  
TRUE  ANGEL  DAHL - - - REGRETFUL  OF: 
DREAD DAMN FOOL-MINDED IGNORANCE,  
MURDERED LONDONER  ALARMER = Icke  – 
 so the current Icke is also a walk-in 
4 27 3 
LEARN ‘N’ (skyrune for Eridanus) REPTILIAN INTRUDER 
CRUEL CONNIVER MURDERED, CLONED MODERN CONVINCER 
(would that be Greer?) Or Icke or Tellinger. The name “Icke” is in this line 
4 41 3  
HOLDING GUNS, UUEAPONS IS IDEAL;  
DAUID ICKE’S UPSIDE-DOUUN REFUGEE-CLOUUN  
MEDDLING EGGHEADS CLASH AGE;   
ENHANCES  ECONOMIC CHAOS,CONFUSION  IS ARRANGED.   
GRASP/understand  – SEDUCING DAMAGE  
USING CHAMPAGNE...  
like many auctions do, bring out the grog to loosen pockets  and thinking 
8 16 4 L’onde monter Fefulan Olympique    the wave mounting Olympic Fesulan.   
LONDONER ICKE: UUOLF/Rockefeller OFFS EMPLOYMENT FLOUU 
FALLEN ONES  ARE REPTILE  QUEEN'S  SPAUUN  NOUU 
MY MANLY DONAL' TRUMP  UUON, KEEN FOUL ENEMY FUELS  MONEY AQTI/agenda FIND 
MAKES  PILTDOWN  MAN (the man in the bog) OF EMPTY ELITE MAN-KIND 

 2 86 1 Naufraige a claffe pres d'onde Hadriatique: 
IS  ADEQUATE enough TO READ QUEEN GUARDIAN’S HELEN  PARCS:  
 ARGUES, QUERIES  ODD  OLD  AGED EARTH  AGO DID ARGUE:  
RIDE  POLES  PERFECT  AROUND  AGAIN.       QUOTE  ADDING 
RUDE  GRUS  GODS  DO  IRRADIATE  SINAI:      Sitchin says it was Enlil who nuked the Sinai, making Grus his origins 
AND  LUCIFER  ALIEN  AFFAIRS  DEFRAUDS  THE  FAITHFUL. 

 que repreƒcote l’e  
POET QUOTEƒ: REFEREE the  ElohimFREE UP LEPER, the ungnowing REPEL QUEER CRUEL LEO ETC. LEO LET allows ULCER TO the 

ELECT, Meek, via  gmo  LEO PERFECT vb  POLES  CREEP, with CERN   REFLECT:  causes POE, human combustion/ super volcano FOUL  REEK 
o the ELECT are the same as the MEEK which simply means the righteous ones 

 2 86 3 Egypte tremble augment Mahommetique  
MEET  HOT  MAMMOTH  MIGHT [Nemesis]  ENTOMB  GEM:   the sack cloth of the bible 
BLANKET UUET  MEMPHITE  TEMPLATE  BEGONE - PENULTIMATE [shar]  
BOG  THE  UUEAK  TEMPTING AGAIN 
YEAR  TUUENTY  EIGHTEEN           (and see 10 39 3 “Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, Before eighteen, incompetent age” 
NEGOTIATE  EARTH  TUMBLE  ROUGHEN  MARTYR;  MET MEEK     

(10 39 4 De l'autre pres plus bas fera l'accord. For the other event will take place sooner   
o HOT MAMMOTH = Nemesis   MIGHT pun  ENTOMB  covering  GEM Earth in darkness 
o MEMPHITE  TEMPLATE   the Grus Giza plateau, noting the original line is about Egypt 
o PENULTIMATE = last but one (see other lines about a PERFECT FLIP LAST BUT ONE  SHAR AGO)    
o BEGONE,  means in ages before  and  BOG  AGAIN...  and  also see flooding  and “drenches” lines 
o 12  4  4 Chassé de regne, enragé sans cracher.            HENCE CHEERS:  

SACRED GARDENER  E’A  CARES,: ARRANGES ‘ENHANCE DRENCHES’ GREEN GRASS. 
o 9 45 3 Loing de la cour fera contremander,  
NICER  MANTIDƒ   MUD  CAUTERISE   MALODOUR  OGRE ...  indicating there are some “not so nice” mantids 
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The reason to bring attention to the world regarding the truth of the fourth pyramid will usher in the true age of  
construction of Giza plus the missing 324 years information,  since Tellinger is ‘too busy’ to research this event. 
At the same time removing the wind from the Orion Groups' sails since they are NOT responsible for Giza/ 
 

QUESTION: and was it a perfect flip??        § ANSWER:  
 4 95 3 Les deux Vestales contre rebelleront,  

EXCELLENT  R.O. (Andr. Cncl) SUBTLE RELATEDNESS  LAST BUT ONE  OLDER  REVERSES  OVER  (poles shift) ***   
o SO MAYBE IT WAS – but at 3600 years each or ca 700 years each ?? 

 5 14 2 Par chef Lybique au conflict attrape, 
YEAR EQUATOR PERFECT PITCH LIE OFF BALANCE – ABLE FLIP ACT, PROPHET FLEUU HYPER, ACCURATE FACT 
o ***  PERFECT FLIP ~ LAST BUT ONE SHAR, in answer to my query is it possible that Earth has had a perfect flip?  
o One so perfect that the Great pyramid was still facing due north when the planet settled ?? 

 1 7 2 Le vent contraire lettres au chemin prinfes: The contrary wind (tornado/Ruach), to intercept letters 
o  (texts or learning)            The tornadoes to destroy learning… see HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 
FEEL ELO’IM FLIPPED EARTH CIRCULAR, USES  TO ICE  PESTS, CLEAN EARTH OF UNPENITENT CRETIN FERVENTNESS 
o Since we have a shar due any time now (1692AD/2016) then the last shar was ca 1970BC - 1969 
o so the shar which caused the perfect flip was in around 5,630 5629BC in the age of Gemini. 
5 9 4 says UNACCUSTOMED CETUS  and other lines say Mira will be the new north polestar pointer, meaning another 
turning of Earth because Cetus is currently in the southern hemisphere.  
This time the final lying down will not be a “perfect flip”. 
 

10 36 4 Par tyrannie a  l'ifle changeant pris. By tyranny in the isle esteem changing. 
 ALLIES TRY PARTISANRY; STRIP ARYAN.  PAIRS LINES  CHANGE SPIRANT LANES orbits  PATTERN   A.C.E

APPERTAINS AN ACHILLES AGENT PRINTS RAY (D.E.W cues) PAIRS NINE
. treaty 9

 PARENT RAPIST.  attacker 
4 56 1 Apres victoire de rabieuse langue  Allan Webber's Computerized Template 

AUGEAN  PANURGE 
SUB-AERIAL  SUPERACTIVE  EVICTORS (the EnLilites) 
UNSEAL  VORTICES     the vortex of our solar system 

 
AUGEAN filthy. PANURGE cowards. 

 
 
Just for the heck of it, I thought these might interest you 

y596, except it is stated I.596 

 

proves the number 1 prefix was already operating in y601 – 
changed by pope Gregory y583/ recall Tudor mail i633 

 
A JonLevi video – Elizabeth of Bohemia, enlarge and  check out the reptilian eyes 
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Looks like a meal here. Egyptian scholars maintain the ancients used the term "Hind Leg of a Cow" for 
the constellation Ursa Major which over time has also been known as The Plough and The Big Dipper. 
Ursa Major has seven stars, whereas Pleiades has nine. The Points/angles on the hind leg above are 7. 
So going back to the actual stars we call the Pleiades, I tried to see if a cow's hind leg could be made out of 
the formation.  

 

The reason for comparing these 
was to see if the Cow's Hind Leg 
above was actually depicting 
Pleiades back to front. Checking on 
this because Pleiades is in the same 
sky not  far from Grus which has its 
beak in Pisces, but not with its head 
bent back.  
Do you think the shape of Pleiades 
could be a cow's hind leg? 

A thought just came to me 
We can be certain that Nostradamus lived in the 6th century and not the sixteenth. 
And that Presage J562 was exactly that. In the year of our lord Jesus. 

This means that when Mohammed/Muhammed was born y571 AD (April 22nd) he was born five years 
after the doctor was killed.So, when, in the Preface to his three year old son, NostraDamus wrote:       
"This is in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet;" ~  

Mahomet had not yet been born! 

"For according to the celestial signs, the Golden Age shall return, and after all calculations, with the world near to 

an all-encompassing revolution [poles shift]  

- from the time of writing 177 years 3 months 11 days - plague, long famine and wars, and still more floods from 
then until the stated time.  

ADDING 177, 3, 11 to March 1 1555 = 1732. Go TO C1 Q7 L3 WORD 2 and there is THE DATE xiiij 2013 June  

or July with the word "combien" under the quatrain in the original  
Before and after these, humanity shall several times be so severely diminished that scarcely anyone shall be found 
who wishes to take over the fields, which shall become free [of owners] where they had previously been tied.  

This will be after the visible judgement of heaven, 
 [ASTEROID HIT, NIBIRU, POLE SHIFT, ICE AGE or HOLOGRAM]  

before we reach the millennium [FOURTH millennium] which shall complete all.  

In the firmament of the eighth sphere, [VENUS] a dimension whereon Almighty God will complete the revolution, 

[ORBIT] and where the constellations will resume their motion which will render the earth stable and firm, but only 
if He will remain unchanged for ever until His will be done.  

This is in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet;  

which is why God the Creator, through the ministry of his fiery agents with their flames,  
(the Seraphina/Seraphim or Nibiru solar system) will come to propose to our perceptions as well as our eyes the 
reasons for future predictions." 

6 2 [year] five hundred and eighty more and less 
6:2:1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, from Allan Webber's Computer Template 
PENS CLUE MENTIONS ANNOTATE LINK CONNECTS ANNUALS 
VATICAN CQIN

 dragon 
CONCOCTS MONETISES CONSTANTINOPLE AS TENANTS  

ELOIM ICON SPELT U.N. SIMEON CONMEN USE OCTANES COST PLANET  
6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,  
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CONNECT  LINKS,  NAMES  NONCOMPETENT pope INNOCENT CLONE COMPLIES ANNUAL CLOCK’S SLICK EMPTINESS COMPONENT  
slick emptiness component = the "dark ages" 
CONCEPTUAL - NECK/Bull=edict ANNOUNCEMENT INSTALLS  TROIS CENS ANNUAL LOCKED TO MINT COINS  ALL CONTINENTS 

ƚ557  

6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, y580 +  

The year made five hundred eighty more and less 

 

6 2 2 On attendra le ƒiecle bien eƒtrange: 
One attending a  high strangeness  century: 

 

6 2 3 En l'a ƒept cés & trois cieux feront teƒmoings, 
The first seven centuries 676done & three 324they/tes deducted made less 

cieulx = cieux = urania/heavens, the uranites/they 

6 2 4 Que plufieurs regnes vn a ciq ferot chage.                
That several kingdoms will change five Centuries  to one. Thousand 

 

 
6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, 
6 2 2 On attendra le ƒiecle bien eƒtrange: 
En l'an ƒept cens & neuf cieux feront teƒmoings, 
Que pour de l’or en bled non . fans, peine il change. 
ƚ557                 plufieurs regnes vn a ciq ferot chage.   

6 2  go to 5 80,  7 3 and 7 9                                5:80   
6 2 1 In the year five hundred eighty more and less,    i582    pope Gregory                                           

6 2 2 One attending a very strange century: 
In the year seven hundred and nine the heavens witness thereof,  7:9   
the change isn't worth it that without knowledge of back of beyond (behind you)  

Cheetham has lines 3 & 4 quite different 
En l'an ƒept cens & trois cieux en teƒmoings 
Que plusieurs regnes un a cinq feront change 

In the year ca 705BC [Chinese records] say the year went from 360 to 365 days 
In the year 703 the skies as witness 
several kingdomes one to five will make their change 

bled= burg - backwoods – boondocks puter space  - one-horse town dump  interior  back of beyond, godforsaken place peine: dolor - grief - merit - pain - stretch 
- term - trouble - upset - effort - heartache - sorrow - unhappiness - as little as - barely - barely audible - barely coherent - barely legal - barely see - be worth 
your while - bother - broken heart - capital crime - capital punishment - custodial sentence - cut - death penalty - effortlessly - eke out a living - feel bad - feel for 
- full sentence - go to a lot of trouble - go to great lengths - grieve - hard pressed to do sth - hard-pressed - hardly - heartbreak - hurt - hurt feelings - implied 
threat - jail time - just shy of - labor - let sleeping dogs lie - lost - lost soul - no use - not be worth the effort - not worthwhile 

 

5 80  (from 6 2)  

Ogmios (Celtic Hercules/Anakim) will approach great Turkey, 
Byzantium, (to remove 324 years) 

The barbaric league AskheNazi banksters will be driven out: 
Of the two laws the heathen [non believer] one will give way, 
Barbarian AskheNazi banksters and freemen  in perpetual strife . 

5 80  (from 6 2)  

Logmion grand bifance approuchera, 

Chaffe fera la barbarique ligne: 
Des deux loix l'vne l'eftinique lechera, 
Barbare & franche en perpetuelle brigue. 

 

7 36  
God, the heavens,  the divine word in all the waves, 
Carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium: 
7 36 3 The anointed of Trebizond, against three hundred       
years added  Prince Ottö in July 676AD brought the date forward to 1000AD 
7 36 4 Making two laws, first horror then trust. 

7 3 only the codes within codes was done in the pdf  

 

7:3  After the marine (U.S.) naval maritime victory of France, 
the people of Barcelona the Saillinons and those 
of Marseilles; (Phocens: Phoenicians)  
the robber of gold,ormus the anvil (Valiant Thor) enclosedsqueezed in 
in the ball,/ (ring/cronus visor), Earth 
Those of Ptolon (On plot) (Ptolomy) will be party to the fraud. 
recall it was Ptolemy who fiddled the ages into 2,160 yrs ea 

7 3  (from  6 2) in THE MEDITERRANEAN in DATE ORDER 
Apres de France la victoire navale, 
Les Barchinons, Saillinons, les Phocens, 
Lierre d'or, l'enclume ƒerré dedans la baƒle, 
Ceux de Ptolon au fraud ƒeront conƒens. 

7 36 4 The two laws = changing moneys and calendars 
 

So, with the line actually saying In the year Seven hundred and Nine the heavens (astronomical dating) 
witness thereof,  telling us in secret to go check using astronomical dating. Which we are unable to 
actually do since all computer programs were set in the Y2K debacle to suit the Agenda. They all 
commence with the JC beginning date including the extra millennia that the citizens of i820 knew 
about. The removal of 324 years being just another secret cog in their gearing tucked away in the 
background in order to keep us not knowing. The line could be saying    In the seventh cent. &  
witness new heavens. The seventh century being the 600's. The date Otto removed 324 years was 676  
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7 9 in 7a Da Vinci Meets Nostr. Part 2 
 
The lady in the absence of her great master 
will be begged for love by the Viceroy. 
Feigned promise and unlucky in love, 
in the hands of the great Prince of Bar. 

7 9 DameViceroy Prince Barroys   
(codes within codes – the event of the collator receiving this  
directive  has not yet been published) 
7 9 1 Dame a l'abfence de fon grand capitaine, 
7 9 2 Sera priee d'amours du Viceroy, 
7 9 3 Fainte promeffe & malheureufe eftraine, 
7 9 4 Entre les mains du grand Prince Barroys. 
7 9  
The lady in the absence of her great master,        [m’aster]  
Begging supplication from the Viceroy,  [king’s assistant]  
Feigned pledge & regrettably dragged behind,      [Earth] 
in the hands of the great Prince [Sirius] from Bar [Cancer].  
 
 

Feigned pledge = Marduk is under house arrest waiting for him to be redeemed.  
He pledged he was sorry, dwells under Pine Gap, a step away from the pentagon    
by jump gate. August 18 2018.   Having be entitled his entire life it seems almost 
impossible that he can even tell the truth.  The council, being able to read minds 
mystifies me why they let him go yet executed Nanar,leaving Ninghizzida as king 
of Zha.am.i.  Keeping in mind the quatrains "Saturnines burnt by the millers" 

 

5 24 

The realm and law raised under Venus,  
     (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus 
Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter empire: 
The law and realm raised by the Sun, 
By those of Saturn suffering  the worst/fire.  
The Saturnines – Anakim burnt by the millers 

 

6 17 
After the queues [orbits] the ass-drivers [Aurigans] burned, 
They will be obliged to change diverse garbs:   (space suits) 
Those Saturnins burned by the millers,  The Elohim Alliances 

(millwheel of precession)        will not be cowered  or 
Except the greater part which will not be covered.       hidden 

 

 
The Millers of the Millwheel of the Ages are the Elohim 
Alliances, the  Andromeda Council and the Casseopean 
add to which the Arm on the crank handle/differential/ 

7 73 1 “Maintaining Anubis seat timelines to manipulate profits”  
discovered "rendered to Vulcan" and BRASS-IRON-IVORY EYE  pictured herein

Try it here on BitChute first: 
 https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-
0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false 
  
It’s also posted on YouTube here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS0g-0WGeAY 
BIG REVEAL starts at 33:00. 
a hint:  TRUMP and CRONOVISOR 
Also known as The Eye of Horus

7  9 DameViceroyPrinceBarroys                 Brain recovery pick up, March 20 2016 
R.O. YA, RECOVERY BRAVE COPY-BEARER MEAD'S SPICY BRAIN- 
VIBRANCY SORCERY REAPER ONCE ROBS.  SPARE YEARS ERRORS 
INSPIRES CYNIC VINCI ROBED RARE ACORN CORÉ SCRIPS PRAYERS 
MARRIES MEAD; RECEIVES  EERY BINARY ENEMY POSER PARKS 
ACRIMONY= BECAME DIVORCEE VOICED DEVIANCE DOMINEERS 
NAÏVE IN DIRE ORDINARY MEDIOCRE IDIOCY: DIARY CONVINCES 
RE-MOVE  EVERYBODY, CONVEY BECOME ANYBODY; CAN CON. 
MOREOVER RIDE IN ROOM, SEE BRASS-IRON-IVORY EYE CRONOR 
VISOR, ADMIRE VERY RAINY: A.C.E. E'YA  NAVY ICON AIM MERCY.  
true !          Married Mead, was "seen" three times in another place/time with 

another man, divorced as a result, used the experience to convey how Trump 

seems to be saying contradictionswhen there are at least two o him. 

COPY-BEARER = copyholder to proofreader 
CYNIC da VINCI: true, wanted to see the one 

who found his "cues". RARE ACORN KORE = a 

stargate SCRIP PRAYERS = His "riddles". SEE 

BRASS-IRON-IVORY EYE  pictured herein 

 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS0g-0WGeAY
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The Triple Method Cipher clues throughout this work 
tell us that Chavigny was in the know every bit as much 
as Philippo Nostradamus was – after the death of the 
Doctor in y566. 
The Bridge, stage gate (and see it is in stages) to the 
Pleiades, coronets coming down (princes/Sirius) a giant 
female holding a branch referring to DNA and genetic 
splicing, with a set of scales. Keeping the balance.  
I am not sure this doesnt refer to the October events 
mentioned in the Epistle.  
What looks like a duck's head is a knight's armor –   
very likely even meaning the Black Knight, a nickname 
dubbed by an unknown person. The branches on the 
right contain a double edged sword, so that could be 
about technology fooling with genes. See the missing 
spoke in the wheel? 
Bridge is a Celtic date of December 24 to January 20th  
January 3rd 2020 the Black Knight was reported 
downed, but an escape pod was seen leaving safely. 
Next is a Barrel and that IS also  a date! 
January 21st to February 17th  today (Jan 27th 2020)    
the date of February 11th featured twice for an event 
Notice how Nostra Damus is spelt? Our Gift. 

https://www.the-saleroom.com/en-us/auction-catalogues/chiswick-auctions/catalogue-id-srchis10115/lot-b7d31e71-f7c8-4033-a286-a45800c4e4ad 

1 21 3 ONE TO CONSULT  VULNERABLE CONTORTIONS OF OUR EARTH IN FEBRUARY ELEVENTH URN 
/ Aquarius

     1 6 4  FEELING 
FEBRUARY ELEVENth RAT YEAR OANNES RE-TURN/Messsssiah REFUTE UFOS ENTER,  IS  SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE 

 

J.5 83  Leonardo-Enki part 4 

Those who will have undertaken to subvert. 
the Copiests, off worlders underground, adding 1000 to calendars 

An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:   
from other stars "more of the lithosphere"    J.5 62/2020 

They will act through deceit, nights three to warn, 
going to great lengths to ensure you do not know about Re-sets 

When reading  from  the  greatest  Bible table. Mazzaroth/Anu* 

 

5 83 (ƚ557 publication)  
ƚ583  the year 1000 was added to our calendars 
Ceulx qui auront entreprins fubuertir, 
Nompareil regne puiffant & invincible: 
Feront par fraude, nuits trois advertir, 
Quant le plus grand à table lira Bible. 

*When reading  from  the  greatest  Bible  table. /Anu/ 
Mazzaroth-Mizraim   by Miss Frances Rolleston 19th century 

      Turns out Mauro Biglino produced his direct Hebrew Bible 
translation with results almost matching  those of Sitchin.    

Ex Vatican Translator, Mauro Biglino, Bible Hoax, Alien Manipulation of Man, Genocide, Cloning.   1;28:04   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BE-4wmdCpg&feature=share  
 

5 83 1 Ceulx qui auront entreprins fubuertir, 
NURTURER Q ANON CONQUERS: INTERRUPTS BROUUN PLANET TERRIFIER ELITE BRUTAL BUREAUX: PUTRIFIES 
AIR KI UUATER BREUU TOXIC (SELF-RUIN CROUUN "EXPERTS" EXTINCTION TRICK) PREFIXES OUR UUINTRIER OXEN 

 OXEN year = 2021, but  the word CAT = 2023 is here too 

RECALL  in  "Armageddon Warlike Image",  page 33   maps of star formation floorplans found by a boy, William 
Gadoury, which led archaeologists to more discoveries in Central South America – and that those constellation 
formations are all sideways?  Guatamala in particular seems to have been a hot spot of high technology in early 
times – when Antarctica was at the Equator (and very likely wore another name such as LeMuria) which also helps 
date the Guatamala cities at prior to 6,500BC. According to the C.I.A. report Adam & Eve. 
Find the Vallard Atlas ƚ.547 – where all land masses on Earth are displayed sideways, with a couple showing the 
North at the bottom of the map with the excuse that "this was how Islam did their maps".  
If they "did their maps" with "all showing north at the south", why then are most of them shown sideways? 
 
Also, Christosphere Celumbo returned to Isabella in J499 – which date and ƚ.547 were prior to the reset dates of  

ƚ583/Rome to y672/Cassini to y676/Constantinople – when Ison finally hit in y680 on its way out. 
Begging the question how did pope Gregory know of  pending reset chaos due a hundred years later?  
Or was his fiscal alteration  an out and out coincidence? 
See the lines: 

https://www.the-saleroom.com/en-us/auction-catalogues/chiswick-auctions/catalogue-id-srchis10115/lot-b7d31e71-f7c8-4033-a286-a45800c4e4ad
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Those who will have undertaken to subvert. 
An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:   
This is how pope Gregory "knew" – cronor visor. 
and UNDER OCTOBRE & NOVEMBRE 2020  

Presage 73        (I573+458 = 2031) 
Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee, 
Gr ey s de fy   a l l .  bor n mo r e of  th e  l i thos pher e / u n d e r g r o u n d  
Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez. 
Several of them between Mobius str i p  di me nsi o n s  

 

The Hidden Texts repeat that a pope Innocent was involved. It is a waste of your energy trying to date this pope, 
thanks to the likes of Wikipedia  –  and THAT has been the plan! 
 

Recall  Jim Penniston's words to Linda Moulton Howe: 
ʺ"They tell me when I was at the East Gate with John, they have five different stories to tell...  
It's important to scramble dates (which confuses and undermines consistency of eyewitness testimonies  
so no credibility with public and media.)"ʺ 

 

This is what happened to Dan Burisch, and to, or I should say by Wikipedia: – so that when you use your phone to 
do research the very first "encyclopaedia" of information (mis-information) that appears is that of Wikipedia. 
 

When ever I comment in this vein on videos in youtube, my comments disappear. 
What does that tell you? 

3 77 2  (V = U)   L'an mil ƒept cens vingt  & ƒept en Octobre:
The one thousandth year, seventh century twentieth September made October. So saying y620, September was called 
October see 6 20 next page 
last time I published this I had it as I720 – and no one pointed out my error. Seventh CENTURY is the 600's, our reset period 
even so, had I been made aware at that time it would not have meant the same as learning it this way  

 

 

6 20 

     (7th century and twenty from 3 77 2) 

Will be of short duration the union feigned, 
false papal pact 

Most re-formed from #ones' changed:   reset #1 

WithIn the vessel /Earth people suffering made, 

Then Rome will have a new leopard./Aurigan dragon 

 

6 20 
L'vnion faincte ƒera peu de duree, 
Des vns changes reformez la pluƒpart: 
Dans les vaiƒƒaux ƒera gent enduree, 
Lors aura Rome vn nouueau liepart. 
recall "HEREUNTO BY F.D.R. ENDURETH FORBYE"  
from Further Beyond/Plus Outre 6 70 2 

6 70 FURTHER BEYOND continues  (y = i ) A = aphesis used 
N.Y. IT BURNED REROUTED BY BUSH BY HY-BRED FORTUNE HERD – HE HU-BRED BORN.  FURORE IN BE (Virgo/Sept.11)  
BRED THE FURY, AREFY asin beef jerky THEE – DETHRONE (Earth ) BY F'BURY FOURTEENTH BY HEFTY THUNDERER 
DOER./EnLil/YHWH/Thor   so saying one who makes storms happen, this is paired by R.R. Giroux of  I DARIUS who says the same. 

 (see February 11th 2020  in THE MOST IMPORTANT PRESAGE)    YƑ is DOER DUFF  rapture BREE chaos 
YES, BURN THOU RED HOT/D.E.UU. FRY – NOT BURIED. BOTHERED U [HEAVENLY] YOD, R.O. FRYEND. BOTH DEFIED Eloim 
Alliances and Andr. Council THORN, [runic sky for Boötes/Arcturus/black knight] DEFT FEUD, EYE E.D. FEED 

 this is saying that after they were attacked January 3rd 2020, they fled via extra dimensions, by time gates 
TENSE CLEANING OUT OF FED. federal HUNTER Orion group HORNY RUDE BRUTE FOUR/the 'insane' four,BORED UNDERNEATH 

see Androgyne Part Four the first page images. 8 10 2 FEUDING AURAS  INSANE FOUR DUE RUNA
 date 

JAN 21 - FEB 17 
Oct 4th –13th  

This quatrein appeared in the very early forum AUSTRALIE published 2012.          WELL! 
The date of February 11

th
 to 14

th
 sits in Runa, see page 2 of  The MOST IMPORTANT PRESAGE CAME TRUE pdf  

1:6:4 FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVENTH RAT YEAR OANNES ANU SARAN RE-TURN (Messsssiah) REFUTE UFOS ENTER 
IS SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE (exact same date as 1 21 3 ONE TO CONSULT VULNERABLE URN / Aquarius 
CONTORTIONS OF OUR EARTH IN FEBRUARY ELEVENTH  

(Ash Tree date – nones of Ash tree) cleaning out the swamp  
 (Nones, the fifth or 7th day of the month, of Celtic zodiac in this case) =  IN NINETEEN ASH  TREE February 18 – March 17 

fifth day of Celtic Ash tree would be February 23 or of March it would be March 7, 2019. Trump at work 
 HORNY RUDE BRUTE FOUR find The Battle For Dulce where Jimmy Carter saved thousands of E.T. sex slaves 

and now Trump is doing the very same thing. See also Mark Richards in the work of Kerry Cassidy 
 I DARIUS R.R. Giroux 10 56 2 Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche RA SUFFIX: COLDER EARTH AND BUGGER OFF RED 

REPTILE IN FACE FAUX PAS. PROFOUND SUFFIX E.Yah CLEANED GARBAGE FOXED FAR FLUNG DARIUS: A NEANDERTHAL 
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FOX, AND ARROGANT PARUECHAL OF GENDER AGENDA, – BAD DNA FRAUD, AND EXACERBATEDmade worse THE PLAN OF 
EXTRA ARCH FOE GALAXIES' CARPOannes CRAP, SUFFER cause EXTRA BAD DRAGON, BAD ING HARVESTusing fema camps, F.D.R. 
ARRANGED UNUUITTINGLI.  in 1933 see J-Rod45 & Treaty IX, due the real 2014 DARIUS' FAR FLUNG PAD ROBS RATE OF 
SOULS EXCHANGE ~ BROUUNED OFF FAIR GRAND FATHER (AS and or E.Yah) 

RADON, VRIL 
Radon has 59 mentions in the Template 

 

7 15 3 Le tres grand Roy y fera fon entree 
FORESAY RELETTERS LETTER.S LETTER.D LETTER.E LETTER.F=S.D.E.F. directed sonic energy fields/scalar 

DORY flat craft DRAGONRY YONDER ARE OANNES RADON RESONANT D.E.F. AREFY  using heat  GARRETS  bases 
REASON NONE NAYSAY ROYAL STRANGER: FEAR DANGERS YEAR OF ENTRY. LETS SON OF ALIEN ENTER 

 SON OF ALIEN = "SON OF MAN" where "man" is Mannuz - Orion 

LEGENDARY FALLEN ANGELS DENY ENLARGED ANTENNAE ARRAY  EFFORT IN ORNATE-NAG (Libra) REASON NEARLY 
RELAY ARRANGED SATELLITE ENERGY GRENADES  ARSON ALL EASTERN TREES  GARROTED ADORE RAT YEAR2020 
IS RARE GREAT FRINGE-EDGE FRONT STAR FELONRY, GENERATES  DESERTS  TREND  FROG-EYED ANT ENTERS TENT 
 I noticed that everywhere the Hopi pointed out "our ant friends" was a desert area ENTERS TENT = Earth 
READ ONLY ERROR-FREE ARTSY  LONER'S  LAY  SAGE Y-FRONT GENTLE RA E'YA  GARDENER'S  TEEN-AGE ANNALS: 
 TEEN-AGE here means 2013 to 2019    LONER'S  LAY  SAGE: yes, still learning to be wiser 
GREY DRONES EFFRONTERY  ON ADRENALS ANALOGY LENDS RARE ORGAN AGONY FOR TENDER AGED (children) 
GREY DRONES the hive minded greys  ADRENALS ANALOGY: adrenochrome This speaks of 'cattle' mutilated children 

ARE EAGER NEEDLES-DEALERS ENSNARED DENSER GREEN-EYED jealous of youth RESTORE:  LEADERS  DEGENERATE  EARLY  

7 15 3 Le tres grand Roy y fera fon entree   The very great King (Arm-Cepheus King of kings) makes its entry,   (part of Armaggedon) 

[be]FORESAY RELETTERS :  LETTER.S LETTER.D LETTER.E LETTER.F   =  S.D.E.F. Directed Sonic Energy Fields/scalar/sasar 

          'saucer' craft  with the radioactive ball energy underneath them* DRAGONRY YONDER  ARE OANNES  RADON DORY
RESONANT  D.E.F. AREFY  dries out using heat GARROTTS  GORY 

 FEAR DANGERS YEAR OF ENTRY.
REASON NONE  NAYSAY  ROYAL STRANGER  IS  GENTRY:  
OF ALIEN  SON  LETS  allows ENTRY         pointing out here that at this juncture I was "ordered" to work on the Jesus forum ( 7 13 3)

 SON OF ALIEN = "SON OF MAN" where "man" is Mannuz – Orion  (7 13 3 – Armageddon Part Two, not completed yet/29/1/20 

 
CELORATED ELECTRONS =  
VRIL RADON PROPULSION 

 

chttps://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/earthfiles-linda-moulton-howe/linda-
moulton-howe-antarctica-whistleblower-february-2019/ 

PERHAPS THE SWAZTIKA NO MATTER WHICH WAY IT FACES 
HAS MORE MEANING TO YOU NOW? 

 
define CELORATE: anagram is RELOCATE 
but finding the meaning of this word was a cagey business; 
US War Production Board 1947, schedule 97 Chemical Bureau 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/earthfiles-linda-moulton-howe/linda-moulton-howe-antarctica-whistleblower-february-2019/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/earthfiles-linda-moulton-howe/linda-moulton-howe-antarctica-whistleblower-february-2019/
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This image appeared here in a pdf  before; pointing out 
the desk console but omitting the flat top of Mayan 
pyramids being landing platforms because the craft has 
an exhaust called RADON which is named 59 times in 
the Template of quatreins.   The near future does not 
hold enough time for me to produce a RADON forum.    
It would be good prectise for an apprentice. 
The image on the right displays clearly the negative 
effect on a human. This is also  Vril propulsion 6 8 1 

 

6 8 1 VRIL EQUATION UUORKS NEGATIVE NEUROTOXIC FLAK OUTRAGE QUA. The RADON exhaust warning spoken of 
8 72 1  
EPIRUS ETHNIC HAEMATIC HOMER MAP FREEDOM UPPER. EMPATHIC MACHINES RADON RISE UP ON PERU RUINS. .. 
CENTURIES EMPHATIC LONER MODERN PAUPERISM. REPULSION UPRISEN IN LAST SUPPER 

RESET STONES 

 
a crop circle and on the face of this clock   
video America Before Columbus 
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TRADAMI, UNIUS OMNIUM MORTA 
 

(the rest of this unusual Epitaphe can be seen at the end of the 
PREFACE TO CESAR at the Hidden Texts web site  

CLARISSIMI OSSA MICHAELIS NOS 

 

 

BONES OF OUR MOST FAMOUS MICHAEL 

IS COLOSSAL AISE, CHAIR,(Casseopeia & a pun) 
AIMS MINIMISE ISON COLLISIONS IN 
IS HIS [ITS] MASSACRE; CHASES MILLIONS  A 

 
the other pun "BONES" = Capricorn 

EVENTUS CONSCRIBER ENTUR VIXIT Meaning: Issued – RECRUITED = 
abducted contactee – lived to the fullest 

NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.  

 say : THE HIDDEN TEXTS
(Andromeda Council)   

(turn Earth the other way, in an October stated in The Epistle)  
(V) 5   (June 10 – July 7 in Gemini) CAT 2023

NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.  

 THE TRANSLATION TO ENGLISH says

 [planets]  ACTIVE JOINT COUPLING EPIC CULTIVATING JOINS 5
(Andromeda Council joins with others to move the inner planets )  
most unusual, that the hidden texts say the same as the translation

  excretal extrovert Lord lieutenant 
1 49 2   Ceux d'Orient par la vertu lunaire:   ALEX COLLIER 

written in the lower case, it reads quite well 
" Alex Collier Prudent R.O. review print written text warn raw adventure Interrupt darn electron wave raven Rat.  
Well-run, Pre-victorian Alleluia will win, pivotal explanation lucrative dracula Corrupted adrenal real-world rival " 
Arrant depraved anu viper prince arrived urn, ran Drawn canoe turner, Invent rapture, wanted eruptive nut date." 
X-rated uranite invader warp and deviate return trip, end up Paradoxical near-identical Ventura pawn Even warn ritual 

mocking prole...reinterpreted exponential  planet adopt dune pattern unattained, tried entente cordiale narrative  ran 
turpentine date... underwritten intellectual cruel cervix deviant twit U.N "expert" prenatal uranite retrieval excelled 
Deep Underwater anu, Enlil Valiant,  evil anti-nuclear warlord want to retard winter = utopian world order driveller, 
relevant well-read excretal Extrovert Lord lieutenant paranoiac liar, proud Dawn eon reaper; lower Vril radon toxic/ 
raven Dec. 24 to Jan 20  Rat/2020  nut date/Apl 21 – 30, May 15-24, Oct 24-Nov 2  turpentine date...winters solstice 

Pre-victorian Alleluia /Victorian here meaning reptilian, so saying, older than the ancient reptilians  
viper prince from Sirius      urn/Aquarius     Drawn dragging    canoe Earth    turner, laying her down 
X-rated uranite invader: those E.T. that use pedophilia     Paradoxical near-identical Ventura, a cloned Jesse 
Ventura they thought they had under kontrol/paradoxical 
adopt dune pattern turn into a desert            entente cordiale= informal alliance (based in spoken word) 
prenatal uranite retrieval – a hybrid human from an abducted human mother 
anti-nuclear warlord: when Valiant Thor arrived he purported to be anti nuclear, then showed them 
faultlines to place nuclear plants on 
excretal extrovert Lord lieutenant: is the co pilot SamYase/ Semjase, leader of the 200 fallen ones 
Dawn eon reaper: those of Aleister Crowley, of the New Golden Dawn 
lower Vril radon is toxic/ the word "celorate" is here too 
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D =  500 
vc =   95 + 1 
I =  596 y 

 

  It would be better Breton king aquainted  Norman king. 
Which they did – in y  ! 

Currently our history has the Bretons (King Artur) and the Normans (Willelmo) ca. 400 years apart  

although Wikipedia manages to stretch the Breton age & Norman age to "meet". 
The difference between y and y  is 470 years 

No where on this tapestry is there a date nor a clothing fashion  that even looks remotely like the 11th century. 
There is, however, an interesting astrological date said to read March 15th  Iˑ495.  

We have learned that this is really  i495. This would fit well with the "W" consisting of two "V"s 
Did the person interpreting the astrological date get it wrong?  

Or did that astrological date refer to something one hundred years earlier? 
Meanwhile, during the period y596 the real date shown on the Bayeux Tapestry  

(which had taken 11 years to complete) 
the date of y582 and y583 had produced the "newly made millenium" of 1,583 in January in Rome. 

It is not commonly known that this calendar had not been accepted world wide until  1,922. 
 

 
The Comet planet with the Spear of Destiny in its tail 

The clothing the man on the right is 

wearing match closely to those that 

NostraDamus was wearing on his 

second time gate visit to me, except 

the skirting went all the way down. 

it seems most "scholars" have taken the letters 

DVCI  to mean Duke, which William the bastard was 
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See the tiny owl perched on the six branched stars sixth branch – leaving a five branched star ~ 
Casseopea has a five starred constellation 

The Celtic Owl has two dates 
May 13 to June 9 

October 28 to November 24 

 
What do you see? 
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There are people calling this a Merkaba. Ionly know it as a Therses, and we have all seen it hovering in front of 
Nostradamus at the Last Supper table, putting one man into shock forcing him to lean back. Since the texts called 

this man a "lout" I am not going to describe him as an apostle ot disciple. 
 

  

 

 

By a weird serendipity, the same day the bindu 

post appeared was the same day both these crop 

circles were shown me. 

Where we see bindu in one form above, we see 

it in the other form here,  the square in 

movement  -  translating (moving across) 

The cube inside the golden sphere. 

 

Please go to A FILL-IN While Working On 

Androgyne, Dorean, Smart Space Suit Pt. 4 

the first page has Da Vinci's version 

 
 
 

 bindu 
means to "transform" 
to leave one state and 

become another. 
In the crop circle  the 

division of solid state 
translating to another 
is shown by com-

paring the dark and 
the light. 

 
The artifact found in 

Central Mexico 1955 
shows the cronor visor 

using a therses to see 
below. 
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image Bill Ryan at the time of Project Camelot July 2009 

 
KURU KURU – Macca's, eating cut off leg, damage to brain, by rose/cronus visor Vignette done y565 
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I 578  the I is not a number 1 
continuing for twenty years (C+F+2002) illustrating the black sun crossing, changing the equator 
 

 
 

 
 
taking 20 years (to pass) 
continuing from year One made One 
making the first made millenium these 
five hundred eighty three 
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after reading this pdf, the date of y680 might actually mean something! 

It's here right on time! – What is here? Ison/Nemesis, of course! 
and y680 was 664 years ago, which explains the condition of the coin. 

 
 

Here is your proof regarding Nancy LIEder's "friends" – the Zeta45;  which gave the military the internet 
and are now censoring what can be said there. 
There is a collection of ZetaTalk contradictions in a pdf  published on the Hidden Texts Of NostraDamus 
website. 
Almost all the "safe" places the Zeta greys told Nancy LIEder are actually the most dangerous places to be 
according to the warnings within the hidden texts 
 

 
 

\ 
 

One 

 

s  
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"Scholars" rave on and on about the "pine cone" seen on many wall friezes being held in hand as a pointer/ 

it is not a pine cone, it is old world maize. Shown here complete with the husks. Pine cones do not have husks 
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not forgetting the computer program for astronomical dating needs 1000 years pushed back and 

this would correct the timing to around 10,200 BC which is close to Edgar Cayce's 10,390 BC 
This starmap was found by Gantenbrink's robot, but Hawass put a lid on the information. 
Just as he put a lock on the gate according to          4 17 4 Ver ra la queue:  porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij 

Seeing the tail: (tail of Bennu/Deneb on Giza floorplan) the gate will be locked.  (by Z Hawass, and it was, the gate to the Benu Cave) 

 
 

 
September 15 2014  10 28 pm 
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ENDNOTES 

*not only Buddhist, but the monk Michael Psellus the Younger made this statement in his 'Chronographia' in "1055"AD 
 

This particular "IO55A.D." would be prince Otto's "new made" 1055, changed in July 676 [A.D.] therefore 
the real publishment date for The Cronographia would have been  676/"1000" + 55 = y731 
 

ca  - sun stood still, (Chinese records, AND in the Bible) days became . 

These were the "unlucky" five days of ceremonials that included ripping the heart out of a 
person's living body/ this is halal killing.    So, raising the question of the age of the Maya – 
certainly much older than variously  "900 years ago" or "from around 600 AD" ... which we used 
to hear touted about in some documentaries. 
The Mayan calendar stipulates a period that held 260 days in their "tun", and this seems to have 
been until the June 3127BC event which Hancock has as August 3114BC  (following a recovery 
period in that particular reset). Here we can see the Maya, or Guatamalan, had a lengthy society. 
The wording in the documentaries may have been "disappeared 900 years ago" or "disappeared 
around 600 AD". That 600 AD being the timing of a reset. 

 

February 4th 2020: main stream media has finally published the find of a fourth  
pyramid including its causeway,  on the Giza Plateau. If you had read the BAUVAL and More From 
Leonardo... pdf Jan'y 2016, you would have seen that the texts warned Bauval that he could have 
been the hero of this discovery had he studied the matter more closely instead of sticking like fly 
paper to his Orion's Belt theory.  
The consequence of this validation (of the Hidden Texts) is the admission that Orion's Belt it can 
not be, thus, which constellation was it?  Cygnus as an idea for the floorplan had to be released  
on account of it flying the wrong way.  
Once one accepts the importance of the Benu/Bennu Bird caves, one must accept the whack on 
the back of the head that Gibbs was famous for, bite the bullet – and realize it means the BENNU 
BIRD constellation. 
By now, we all should know the catch to that idea- that Bennu-Crane-Heron constellation (which 
Henry Salt suspected and which the texts said he did) is in the southern hemisphere. 
Why design Giza Plateau on a constellation in the southern hemisphere? 
Because Giza was in the southern hemisphere. Because BENU means "south land". 
The name has been changed to Grus (and why would that be?) with its "sharp beak in the fish". 
The fish being Pisces. There is an ancient town near Al Faiyoum named Oxyrhynchus. This is 
Greek for "sharp beak in fish". 

6 70 1  
HENRY [Salt] REGLANCED ENLARGED CAESURA MOUND LEGEND [Giza]  REACHED~USA AREAS...FED DEMON FEUD. 
CHANCY HANDY HA RULED  refers to ununpentium (Element 115, anti gravity)  
Pyramids are being found all over the USA and other parts of the world 

 ƚ.566  = 

Presage 2024 
Element 115 anti gravity element from Ha/Dubnium; see in ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUITS #1 

 Ou il ha le paradi,  Oh the ha/dubnium paradigm it otherwise /in another  form,  = ununpentium

2 23 2 [Henry] SALT PAST BENU PASTOR. This is the line that led to the BAUVAL forum. PIN BENOIST publisher BENOIT blissful 
NOTE: BI NEUU POLESTARS, SEAPORTS (TSUNAMIS in and) BAR Cancer RAT date 

 
8 54 2 Fait magnanime par grand Chyren ƒelin D  a small capital D appears at the end of this line 
HENRY SALT NAMING FAINT IMAGINARY LINES MEANING  A CRANE EPIGRAM.  FALSE CYPHER~FATIMA  
ARRANGED, the 3

RD
 secret of Fatima that pope/s were meant to reveal. Suspected to be the date of the return of Ison 

FINAL END TIMING  TENT/Earth  ARCH  FRINGE  RAMPAGE EARTH RACE      
H.C.M-P. THY  GRIM  DIANA/Orion  LEGEND  MADE  DIFFERING  RANT/story 

      ALMOST FORGOT      
" circa 750 years ago...  
 Oct 27, 2017 Introduction by Rick Duarte Jan 21, 2018   (I342 AD minus ca750 = ca y592) 

"750 years ago, the world was plunged into darkness for years on end. Thus began the Mini-ice Age.  

Crops failed and the resulting famine claimed tens of thousands of lives across England and Europe. What Earthly 

event could have produced such a catastrophic event? In a years-long, scientific investigation, teams of scientists 

were able to finally uncover the mystery that has led them around the world, from pole to pole.  

Now you too will know what happened in Indonesia 750 years ago."                             A volcano set off by...Ison 
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            ONE really needs to be patient when working with these prognostications between the alert and the event, 
yet on many occasions the predictions have been found as briefly as the day before the event. Except  the one 

being mentioned right now is the cause and effect of the execution of Nanar, king of the Anu.  
Personally I am just glad I lived long enough to explain this, because had I not, no one would have ever known! 

This was published in the original Hidden Text of Nostradamus website, December 9th  2009,  
and I write February 5th 2020. 

Close to a tad over ten years between the consequences and the publication of the prediction speaking of 
Andromeda Council giving permission to the Anu to return to Earth ostensibly in order to retrieve equipment. 

Imagine my astonishment when watching an early video dating back in around 1994 or so by Alex Collier, where 
Alex describes the exact same set of details! With my watching it 15 years later (1994 – 2009) shortly after finding 
this line, which turns out (after 1994 to 2020, or really August 2018,  has elapsed) to have been a test for the Anu. 

Giving them enough rope to hang themselves. 
To be explicit – the execution of Nanar 18th  August 2018 for Contempt of Court. 

Exploded on the spot. One wonders what happens to the "id", the soul, in cases like this. 
Following death of their king, Ninghizzida was made king.At the same Hearing Marduk was placed under house 

arrest because he claimed he would redeem himself (and there has been a line recently about that). 
I feel, however, that he also is being handed that same length of rope.  

Simply because the Council knows the future. 
Whereas Marduk, like Allah-Lu, thinks he can dodge death using time-gates – so there right away we can see what 

"house arrest" means for Marduk. 

 
10:1:3 Prins preme mort & le refte en chemife  Allan Webber Computerized Template 
One [elite]  taken nearly dead, the rest in their night shirts.  PAIRS “LOCK NOT PICKED”  

RESET  ENCIPHERMENT  LETTERS:  HENCE  LETTERR  LETTERO ( ) IS PRIME  PREMISE  R.O.

(Regency Order of the E.D. (extra dimensional) Andromeda Council) 
10 1 3 Prins preme mort & le refte en chemife, 

COMET-METEOR PREMISE INSPIRES  REMOTE:  
this is the method being used to move the Earth to a REMOTE  position safe from the sun. 
This is why the NINE in 9 4 4 do nothing about the TRIAD AIMING ORDINATES OF THE ASTEROID.  
Because the asteroid/comet is needed to roll the Earth 

ICON POEMS INFORMER REFERENCES  SHE IMPLEMENT RESETS COMMENTS PERFECT, HENCE TRIMS PROFICIENT, 
PRIMES, HELPS COMPEL REFRESHMENT. SEE LEMONS; TELL OFFENCES PEST REPTILE CERN OFF-CENTRE   PRIMER 
THE SELF ENRICHMENT NEPOTIC LEECHES MISNOMER INCOMPLETE IMMENSE PERILS, FISHERS OF MEN RE-FORM 
ENTER, INTERFERE, MESH SHRIMP SHIPS, ENFORCE  SLEEPIER SHEEPLE  LEPERS,  SET FREE SPEECH AS IMPROPER.  

10 1 4 Damne le refte pour eftre fouftenus. 
MEAD FLUENT  POET FONT RESETS NEUU.  FEET DATE TURNOFF FREES, POUUERFUL TEN RETURN, ENTER  
REPELS ROTTEN ANU (PENRE UUROTE OF) PORN FOREFRONT. UUETTER OPENER FLUTE UNTO LENT DATE 
o FLUTE = Mar 18  -  Apl 14 and Oct. 28 to Nov 24. LENT in 2020 is Feb 26th to April 9th  FEET date is in Pisces 
o Recall "suspended via feet and neck"  meaning, hovering in Pisces thru to Taurus 

4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended via feet and neck. 
o SEEING THE GODS IN THE AIR THROUGH PISCES AND TAURUS 

1 17 2 Par quarante ans tous les iours fera veu:            
 AS FOREVER PREVENTS QUEUES  OF AN UNEQUAL AURORA AUSTRALIS    
           [southern] SUPERSATURATION. EQUATE SUPERVISORS OF UNNATURAL AREAS 
1 17 3 La terre aride en ficcite croiftra,    
R.O. DIFFERENTIATE CRITICAL CAREER, [path of Earth] REFERENCE ARTIFICIAL ATTIC  IN   
DIRECTORIAL ORDER IS REFEREE INTACT ARC (definition of "attic" … an area just below the 'roof') 
1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par       
LARGE ANU ~ DREAD.FUL GRUDGE AGES; REQUESTED APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GUARD … ENDANGER 
DREADFUL QUARTERS UP    
well – this just blows me away! This is speaking of the subject Alex Collier stated: that the Anu (as we call them) 
approached the Andromeda Council for permission to return to Earth ostensibly to retrieve plant and equipment  from 
their gold mining enterprises. As Sitchin wrote, they need the gold and other minerals to make the SAFEGUARD MANTLE 
which they constructed around their entire planet as a solar power and safety unit. "SAFEGUARDED ENDANGERED 
QUARTERS UP"  As we have seen throughout these forums, factions of the Anu have other agendas, and one would wonder 
why the Andromeda Council has allowed them to approach Earth which the Anu see as their own private "zoo".  
It seems the Council is waiting for them to "mature" and to see the consequences of their actions 
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1 17 1 Par quarante ans l'Iris n'aparoiftra,                
ANTIQUARIAN APPRAISAL TRANSFER (Earth) PLANS RESPIRATOR AIR AFAR. STARS REFRAIN  What Are The Chances R.O. 

APPALS – APPRAISALS FRONT & REAR (day and night) IS AISE, RAN/LyRan ART.  SATAN IS  FAR ANTIQUARIAN  R.O 
see 10 1 3 here in this forum where it says to use the letters  for the "primal prime" and the number one 'Prime' are R & O
the Andromeda Council (who also "prime" the hidden texts indirectly) 

 Parl'Iris  to speak of the iridescent stone advancing   
R. drago SIR [Marduk] RIPS LAIR, [Earth] SPIRAL  in  APRIL… PI (Phi) RA'S LIP I  ice. or Halloween 

i.ris Latin  V 6 1 PRES PASSIVE IND 2 S     

eo, ire, ivi(ii), itus  V   [XXXAX]   

go, walk; march, advance; pass; flow; pass (time); ride; sail 

Iris (messenger of the gods Hermes, goddess of the rainbow); rainbow; 

iris, iridis  N  F   [XAXCO]   

iris (plant)i; preparation of iris root; iridescent stone [Earth]; 

Line 4: aperceu. as "apesanteur" it means weightlessness  as aperçu  it means insight or overview, which is not in context.  

apercevoir is to perceive.APER.CEU in latin says "as  if it were fish food" – could this be a hint at the end of the age of the 
"fish"  that is: the end of the age of Christ – A.D.     Du verbe apercevoir: (conjuguer)  aperçu est:  un participe passé (past 
participle) 
This line also can be read as "great hordes of E.T. when perceived (understood)" which I know is going to grow the 
hackles of most people who are still in the 'age' of Nostradamus – but, he has given direction to the collator to 
"take the hint" from the French words themselves 
6 53 PrelatCeltiqueRoy 
TYPE ALERT, TOP ARTICLE QUOTE PERIL : TALL CLITORAL RATTLER EARLY CLIQUE PILOTSamyaseQUARRELLER  OPTIC TOPIC - 
REACT QUEER TRIPLE POLICY ROLE LITERALLY. TO RECALL POLITE POLITIC PITY QUALITY,/mercy PEOTRY LITERACY, TELL 
ACQUIRE LET CLEARER LEPROTIC PROLE LAY TALE :  TELL LATTER PIRACY (PARTLY RECEIPT RECTAL RAPE REPLACE,  ROT 
EROTIC TACTILE RARE CRUEL PUERILE URIL ELITE KILLER CREATURE REAPER RACE, TOLERATE ULTRA ICE COAT ROCKY AREA 
TOTALLY – REPORT PORT, TRY KEEP PURE LYRICAL ALTO ALIKE TRUE, TRY REPEL CRUEL COITAL TREATY: REUEAL LIAR CLUE   
TUTOR LEAK LEO (PICK OIL TREATY  LIE TO RULE LIKE COP) CUE CORE ILL, LAUA PARK. PALL CELL ;  CLIP TOP POLE RECOIL, 
ROTATE UK, TURKEY, COUP CULL LOCALE PICK KILLER LURKER UP ARROUU darts POE human combustion 

  
RUE EERY PILE/fallen ones CUPEL POCKET. Sache craft IRK OUR R.O. COLLIER, POET, PLUCKIER CLERK LIEU 

 CUPEL a crucible for refining and alloying metals and DNA and minerals, so saying a  ʺmetallic pocket.ʺ 

 MAINE is also known as the Great ELK State 

des horribles mutatiõs de tous roy .   horrible mutations for all kingdoms/realms  

LIES ABED, SMOTHERED STERTOROUS, IS BEADIEST BOIL DISHUMOR, TORTUROUS MORBIDITY.This could be Earth too 

MOROSE MUTATED RABID DELIRIUMS BLISTERS, LOBOTOMIES, BLOODIEST BRUISES. IS BY S’OILED UUATER. 
TREAT: HOT SEA MUD, SALT UUATER HIDES HOODED ERUDITE BOSOMY  MYSTERIES,  SOME SOBER BODY MERIT 
YOUR DUTY TO STUDY: UTTERpun DISTRUST THE ODOROUS LUSTROUS BRUTE MURDERER DESTROYER’S STORY: MOORS’ 
DIATRIBES (SAYS EARTH’S LESS ROUND) IDOLATRY:BOISTEROUS DOUBTERS MISLEAD THE DIM-UUITTED THIS DIS-
TORTION. UUORSE MISDEEDS: ARES genocide THREAT, DATELESS SORROUUS, UUHOREDOM Congress DISASTERS 
MOTHERLESS SHOULDERS’ SABOTEUR ABSURDITIES, UUITH HIDEOUS MOBSTERS OBSESSED AMOROUS SISTER 
ADULTERESS SUBSTITUTES/incest etc.  TERRORIST HORRORS (TRUE BROTHERLY SODOMITE DISEMBOUUELERS).  
TOURIST’S MADHOUSE HOSTILITY IS TOOTHIESTintra-dontalSADIST THIRD BREED HOSTS BESTIALITY MADE A.D.’S 
SOBRIETY. BLOODTHIRSTY URIL BOSS SYMBOLS (alphabet groups) MASTERS SUUORDLESS TUUISTED HITLERISM 
TIDEY/pun TIMES/ebb, flow READ TRUTH: RAT YEAR DOOMSDAY ADORE-BRASS DATE  MORE-OR-LESS HIT 
UUEIRD SATELLITE, THROAT/Taurus DISTRESS: RED STAR BATHED EARTH, BROUULESS DERO SHADY HARUEST 
ARTIST, ABLE UUORDIEST, (DESIRED ROSES UUISDOM), UUORDLESS ESP BOY/DAHL UUITH MY MEAD RESTARTS, 
UURITES UUORTHY UUIT: STORMIER YHWH DRIUES RUTHLESS LAUUS UUORTHY BOATEarth, UUE ELOHIM ADMIT let/allow 
o IS BY S’OILED UUATER. Soiled via chemtrails and fracking and oil spills and nuclear ‘accidents’.    The mutated disease will have a 

cholera ingredient, along with rabies and bubonic plague plus unable to breathe which could be tuberculosis, or lungs full of blood from 
any of the genetically manipulated diseases to be spread in chemtrails. Hemp can clean radioactivity and boiling the water will also 
help.This needs to be done with sea water anyway in order to distil the salt out. Hot sea salt seems to be needed.  

o Bruising is a symptom of blood and kidney diseases, except when "sweating the quill", the left eye bruise. 
o TREATMENT: HOODED hidden ERUDITE BOSOMY MYSTERIES MERIT  antigen??  Same as those from colostrum? 
o LUSTROUS DESTROYER’S/Nibiru BRUTE – lustrous means both an electron being and the illuminati 
o ALLAH-LU MOORS’  DIATRIBES:  spreading the negative Islamic ‘laws’ such as halal torturous killing 
o UUORSE MISDEEDS: ARES genocide THREAT is Agenda 21 and 2030. DATELESS SORROUUS – not just one date 
o UUHOREDOM DISASTERS – those in “congress’’ selling out the planet for personal gain 
o MOTHERLESS grown in a test tube or clones SHOULDERS’ Marcabian SABOTEUR of our planet & atmosphere 
         TOURIST’S national parks MADHOUSE HOSTILITY IS TOOTHIEST = intra-dental, which we saw in 5 62 4   in Adriatique AnteChrist 

o http://7tales.net/giants-with-double-rowed-teeth-flattened-heads-and-six-fingers-802.html 
o THIRD BREED the “third peoples before Christ” (Epistle to Henri = Nephilim)   MADE A.D.’S SOBRIETY 
o VRIL BOSS: BLOODTHIRSTY URIL BOSS a pun, symbols embossed  SYMBOLS that run the al[hanet groups 
o TIDEY/pun on tide fetches TIMES refers to 10 39 4 “lowest ebb under eighteen” 
o RAT YEAR 2020,  DOOMSDAY ADORE-BRASS the Libra-October “great translation” of Earth 
o UUEIRD SATELLITE, THROAT/Taurus DISTRESS. A passing planetary body would affect the satellites 
o RED STAR BATHED EARTH  in its detritus, and in its “shade”  DERO SHADY HARUEST the false rapture 

http://7tales.net/giants-with-double-rowed-teeth-flattened-heads-and-six-fingers-802.html
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o ARTIST, Da Vinci ABLE UUORDIEST, Nostradamus DESIRED ROSES = stargates, where they found their wisdom 
o MY MEAD RESTARTS, starts again with the Centuries and quatrains – from the originals 
o YHWH is Enlil, “The Ruach, lord of storms, chief pilot, lord of airways” DRIUES  RUTHLESS STORMIEST LAUUS 
o UUE ELOHIM ADMIT  let, allow. If you have been reading this long slow series of events, you may recall the lines    

regarding the Anakim formally requesting permission to come to Earth to ‘retrieve plant and mining machinery’with  
permission being granted–allowing the Anakim enough rope to prove they are either redeemable or beyond spiritual growth. 
When those lines turned up my eyebrows did lift – because that was exactly what Alex Collier had stated too. 

“Alex Collier 14 years After the Ground Breaking 1994 Interview  
''CORPORATIONS ARE RUN BY A PROGRAM, AN E.T. PROGRAM'' IT DOESNT MATTER WHAT PEOPLE THINK [ABOUT E.T]  
“WHAT IS REALLY IMPORTANT -?- FAMILY AND FRIENDS.  QUESTIONS IF HE HAS MADE ANY DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD?  
recommends DISCLOSURE PROJECT.ORG and black projects – who is managing?  “NOBODY HAS EVER READ THE NSA CHARTER” 
WHO CAN AUTHORIZE E.T CLEARANCE TO THE PRESIDENT – THOSE ARE THE SECRET [SHADOW] GOVT  
AND WE ARE PAYING FOR THIS, BUT NOT DERIVING THE BENEFIT  
“JOHN F KENNEDY: ABOLISHED SPECIAL OPERATIONS COORDINATING GROUP.  
jfk 1111.0 ex order TO PRINT INT FREE MONEY has not been repealed MCKENNA (UK) FOUND ABOUT IT  
THEN JOHNSTON REINSTALLED THIS GROUP  
“WE DONT NEED THE SPACE SHUTTLE, WE HAVE NOT NEEDED IT FOREVER  
“LET US JUST RELEASE THE FREE ENERGY – THE DOLLAR IS DEAD ANY WAY  
“IT COMES BACK TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE – HALF OF YOU DONT EVEN VOTE  
“NEED TO HOLD THE FED ACCOUNTABLE – NEED TO REMIND THEM WHO IS IN CHARGE – THE PEOPLE  
“WE ARE [all] READY NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION...  

quotes "A HALL OF MIRRORS WITH A FLOOR OF QUICKSAND" 
from MANNEQUINN by James Casbolt. 1990 Reading, Berkshire- Denefield school 

"Mirror Entities ,  and Artificial Intelligence 
1) Each individual in these types of programs ( IBIS ) is assigned one ‘mirror’ entity. 
2) The first physical connection will occur during a portal connection ( see Looking Glass event-1982 Penang, Malaysia ). 
3) The Mirror Entity will continue to periodically torture the individual in various ways to allow easier fracturing of mind for CROSS-
OVER and OVER-SELF cloning procedures ( see Looking Glass event above ) 
8) If the Mirror Entity is victorious, it will gain full control over the mind and body of the individual permanently. 
If process 8 occurs, the Mirror Entity will infiltrate human society posing as the original human. 
The Mirror Entity will have full awareness of what it really is and will exist as a shape shifting being of unnatural type. 
12) Be advised- Both the individual’s and the Mirror Entity’s consciousness are essentially trapped within the A.I machine. 
This process occurs and the other being and I are forced into this alternative body. The reality can only be described as two beings 
trapped inside a tight dark space, screaming to get out and struggling against each other for survival. As this new body is infused with 
more alien DNA than human/Pleiadian [negative Pleiadian] DNA, I lose this psychic struggle and become 'locked' in an area of my 
mind. I am now barely conscious but the part of me that is conscious is screaming to get out. 
The alien’s consciousness has more control over the new body, however this Mirror Entity is trapped too and under control by the AI 
system, so the alien is screaming to get out as well. As I said, this is a diabolical process!" 
 

Spending today trying to find Alex Collier video links, in particular the video regarding the topics mentioned here, 
but time for me is running short and I do not havce spare days to be watching videos to pinpoint the one concerned... 
The book requested of me needs only to be compiled. A book about Nostradamus and his life in relation to the almost 
magical texts which he was handed, his meetings with Leonardo Da Vinci, (which all on its own seems an im-
possibility), his travels thru Egypt (in times of a mini ice age) a full rendering of the original quatrains, albeit with-
out their hidden meaning since those are here ;  and his final true and unique manner of death (which I witnessed).  
Why would I forgo publishing a book like this at a time when the world needs to know, just to do myself in?  Why kill 
me over time travel when we have the likes of Al Bielek, John Titor, Randy Cramer and James Casbolt already letting 
the world know ! These same guys also have the other knowledge being imparted from these texts relating to tools of 
peace and weaponry. Not to mention Alex Collier, Jim Sparks, Michael Tellinger and Simon Parkes.Vladimir Putin too. 
The difference between my ‘mandate’ and theirs is that many of these texts are prophecies &  have been coming true. 
So what do readers do with prophecies ?    Not very much.   To me the fact that some of this information comes in the 
format of true prophecies is not the real point. It is the little alerts, such as ‘keep your guns loaded’, and the chemical 
danger to children in all types of bottles, the fact that we have shape shifters among us, and that these were even 
seen and written about thru the ages. If, after spending all these years gladly doing these works, it only produces a 
positive result relating to repairing the calendar and nullifying the ‘trade in children’ clause’ – then my work is done. 
Apologies for this if it appears as a tirade, just trying, as usual, to ‘make sense of the senseless’.  
 

“I would have to get into the detail traveling using Resonant Frequency at another time, too complicated for email. 
Al Bielek – Original WingMakers:  

There is going to be an announcement of a new financial system between January 20th and early February.  
However, this may be delayed by die-hard Satanists who do not want to see their rule end. 
By the way, I have been informed that David Rockefeller has ceded control to Sen John D. Rockefeller IV and Evelyn de 
Rothschild has ceded clan leadership to Baron David de Rothschild.  
So, according to my latest intelligence the 5 points of the pentagram consist of:- 
Queen Elizabeth, Papa Bush, J. Rockefeller, David Rothschild and the Satan worshipping Pope.” 
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The detail of which I speak which proves the elite and their plans for a new world order does not eventuate; 
(which inluded all the bogus and secret ‘trade’ ‘agreements’) is shown when Al Bielek asked the nurse about 
‘chemo therapy’ for curing cancer.  
Her response was “oh we stopped doing that a while ago, we now use sonic  frequencies”. 
find video "Sarah Westall: BioAcoustics Solutions Available"   I strongly recommend this 

 

ALEX COLLIER ANTARCTICAN REPTILES  
"our moon was brought here 11,213 years ago as a base"  
"these are the ones taking our children"  
"the U.N. are scared to death of the aliens"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uy17CWApe4k&feature=youtu.be   15:00  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNGSIMTCrow 15: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e96WYEPc_k ▶1:29:40 For the sake of easing your mind, this is a must see video  

speaks about Yellowstone NOT blowing (in the understood sense)  

 

 
10 25 3 Dans Pelligouxe fera commis l'outrage 
READ: GOD-FEARING ALEX COLLIER; ANDROMEDA COUNCIL, SAFEGUARD FAMOUS GEM ELITE MORONS POLLUTE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WdTWyvBfLs NASA 'accidentally' DRAINS the Van Allen Belts -- STS-75 'Tether Incident'  
http://www.sott.net/article/274737-Physicists-plan-to-wipe-out-Earths-Van-Allen-belts-with-radio-waves  

 

 
1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par  
LARGE ANU ~ DREAD.FUL GRUDGE AGES; REQUEST APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GUARD …  
DREADFUL QUARTERS UP ENDANGER [Earth] or 'DREADFUL QUARTERS UP IN DANGER', thus the need for gold.  
The reason the planet appears red is the mercury in the gold arsenate solar planels shielding their atmosphere  
4 49 3 Mais d’vn long temps ne fera entendu GOVERNMENT DISPENSES FUNDAMENTAL, (!!) stops governing  
TU DRAFT DEVELOPMENT; NOT FUND DEPRAVEMENT OF U.N MEANINGNESS (agendas war, G.M.O. chemtrails)  
PREDOMINANT VENGEFULNESS MET IN DAN, (in Scorpio) the main elite/illuminati danger will be in Scorpio  
MANNING DEVELOPMENT OF FEASTS [harvest] UNDER F(Pegasus/Marcabian Tall White Grayles)  

GOVERNMENT:  IS DEPENDENT MANUALS/ laws ARGUMENT IS EVEN MINDEDNESS OF PLANT. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uy17CWApe4k&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNGSIMTCrow
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SenegaliaConteMyrnarmee  
EMERGENCE emergency MATERIAL plant and equipment, when they asked permission of the Andromeda Council – stated 
here in the Hidden Texts AND stated by Alex Collier 
ERASE ELEMENTARY – INCREASE NON MAGIC AMONG ELEMENTARY, REASONING AN CAME - EMERGENCE MINE 
MATERIALS  ANNOY, MERELY EMANATES IGNORANCE, MERELY INCREASE, NOT MANAGE, NOT AIM EMERGENCE 
LAYERS – COAL-EYE [greys] GENERATES ANIMAL CEREMONY Zodiac? ARRANGEMENTS astronomy ?  
NONE CARE ELEMENTARY IMAGES INANELY. [stars constellations additional to the zodiac].  
she RE-GENERATES  COMMA [punctuation]  
2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viedra comettre, y557 publ.  C+F+endnotes 

RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO: CHIEF LETTERZ; LETTERB BEFORE LETTERE CLUE: RIDDLEZ BE 'NELLA TO COMMA' CUE  

All of the above just to show us why Nanar was executed 
6 17 3 Those of Saturn burned by the millers, (Mill wheel of precession)  

The Saturnins are the Anu – burned by those who run the great millwheel of precession – the Andromeda Council. A 
correspondent who does have pertinent things to say (Marc DiGuiseppe) said to me the Council will get sick of the Anu 
never "growing up" with their constant service to self and lack of desire to improve their souls. Alex Collier said the 
Council had been approached by the Anu to return to Earth to "retrieve plant and machinery". They were given permission 
to do that – with, it seems according to many lines herein – this being their final chance to "behave" themselves saying they 
would be "burned up"! 

guis tenuibus aux Prophetes:par le moye (Monstre D'ABVS)  
SEES HUGE SUB-ROUTINE BETRAYAL AMBIGUITY UP (this speaks of the hidden agenda of the Anakim asking permission 
of the Andromeda Council to return to Earth to "retrieve mining plant" (Alex Collier) 

 
ALEX COLLIER EQUIPMENT  ~  NANAR EXECUTED 
The reasons I see Collier as very “real”?  
1...He named Ayse as did Anton Parcs long before I published the name found in the Hidden Texts... 
2...He spoke of the Anu asking permission from the Andromeda Council to return for their machinery and plant 
and then more than one Hidden Text line said the same thing 20 years later - from the Template – a thing we 
have seen is scrambled and requires putting into context first then  de coding. 
ALEX COLLIER LINKS   noting that nowhere throughout all of the Template is the full word SIRIUS to be seen. 
Ciphers for it are plentiful, however. 

“THE FIRST GROUP TO CONTACT US WILL BE FROM SIRIUS B – THEY ARE FULL OF SHIT”  
and how many recognise the “coincidence” that Steven Greer’s group is named using the word  SIRIUS  

this shows either a lack of knowledge, or a ritual mocking 
Which is also what all the ridiculous  SaLuSa “channelling” via Michael Quinsey is all about, dialect to suck you all in. See many Quinsey 
contradictions in FALSE RAPTURE forums 

“CORPORATIONS ARE RUN BY A PROGRAM, AN E.T. PROGRAM'' ... ” IT DOESN’T MATTER WHAT PEOPLE THINK 
[ABOUT E.T]”... Collier: 
“WHAT IS REALLY IMPORTANT -?- FAMILY AND FRIENDS” 
“WHO CAN AUTHORIZE E.T CLEARANCE TO THE PRESIDENT – THOSE ARE THE SECRET [SHADOW] GOV'T . 
ʺAND WE ARE PAYING FOR THIS, BUT NOT DERIVING THE BENEFIT 
“WE DONT NEED THE SPACE SHUTTLE, WE HAVE NOT NEEDED IT FOREVER  
“LET US JUST RELEASE THE FREE ENERGY – THE DOLLAR IS DEAD ANY WAY  
“IT COMES BACK TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE – HALF OF YOU DONT EVEN VOTE (not that that means anything)  
“NEED TO HOLD THE FED ACCOUNTABLE – NEED TO REMIND THEM WHO IS IN CHARGE – THE PEOPLE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcUZGlyYYAU&feature=youtu.be    

[lower case “L” not an upper case “i” in this link] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awIYPKZSvR4 

''The N.W.O. and alien invasion are one and the same thing''. Phil Schneider 0 
 

THE SECRET TRACTS page 29 HORUS "Horapollyon" pdf Adriatique ,  Antechr ist ,  Charles  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcUZGlyYYAU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awIYPKZSvR4
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None of the common tests for age are correct. Carbon 14 'can be up to' 700 years out give or take (why to 700 years?) the 
excuse given has been "due to bacterial patina".  Ice cores can have "dust"delineations more than once per year.  Tree ring 
dating is always false because trees do not grow at all during an ice age. Even soil strata can be false, and change over night. 
ENDNOTES 

= these five eighty-three the  and see  C+F+ 5 83, 1000 YEARS ADDED  by ROME† first made millenium
and  676A.D.  at Juli made into  by Constantine  deleting  324½ years.  LOST by  Otto Yule 1000AD
causing us, living in the false Gregorian calendar, to be 675½* years too many.  This number needs to be 
taken from the Gregorian 2020 placing us in the year 1344.5A.D. July northern hemisphere is usually 
Summer, so why turn it into "Yule"?   Answer = it had changed to winter!    Why would it turn into winter?  
Did our planet roll? The  Day After Tomorrow came true? Reading I680 weather report it sure sounds like it.  

Not necessarily a full turn, "non fatal" i564  yet one we are experiencing right now.  For the same reason. 
† ADDED  by  ROME:  using the simple method of changing the prefix  ƚ for Iesous, into a number "1" 
*675½ just happens to be a shar of the Nemesis system. The A.D. I suspect means Ante Diem - before the day. 

8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait      but they will not know its origin 

FRIDGE RELIEF NOUU IN IGNORANT  INADEQUATE ERA  IS AN EQUATORIAL UUANDERING 
OF/by TELLINGER'S UNIQUE ANU'S DINOSAUR, IS IN AROUND AQUEOUS, (the Aden seagate which opened/Aquarius ) 
Seagate in the Gulf of Aden  

IS DUE IN NOON [mid] AQUARIUS  the years here can be RAT, 2020  STEER/Ox 2021 TIGER 2022 CAT/hare-rabbit 2023 DRAGON 2024 SNAKE 2025 

all those years are named in this line 
8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait but they will not know its origin  

ONE AUSTRALIAN QUANTIFIED ORIGINAL QUATRAINS : FORUUARNS ALIEN EQUATION DRAUUINGS ARE  REGIONAL 
so saying the off worlders have their own boundaries, and appear in the Lost Manuscript of vignettes: 

EQUATION OF LINEAR DRAUUINGS (The ''Lost Book''): OF LARGE NEO-DARUUINIAN E.D GODS 
INQUIRER OF ANU; LONG AUUAITED.    returning Messsssiah  
INQUIRER OF ANTIQUARIAN UUERE FLOODING  Clay Tablet #10 of EnKi, Edgar Cayce & 4 pyramids at Giza, Millwheel etc. 

RUINOUS QUINT [helmeted] ON [Oannes] AROUSAL FEUDING AURAS: INSANE FOUR DUE URN/Aquarius 
SONANT DEAFEN AURAL IN EQUUS (2014 or months of the horse) I (Halloween) RUNA  Oct 4th – 13th & Jan 21 - Feb 17/Aquarius  

U. N GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES the ORIGIN OF FEUDING ORIGINAL RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON  
8 10 2 appears with many differing topics  in 
MESSSSSIAH. GUNS. "2020". DERO COLLECTION Part Two. GIANTSPIDERS. LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED. EARTH BEAST.  
 

£   167 2067 1 Le blonde au nez forche viedra comettre, The forked nose blonds comet coming (bi thesaural) 

Allan's translation Olden noble – to commandeer LETTER 'B', LETTERE for frozen chivre [cipher]  unease 
[not knowing]

 
part of the cipher hidden here is in the word 'noble' which is Libra or Ornament. The 'ornament of his times' was in 3 94 
LETTERB, LETTERE: 

[BE] 
TO RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO CUE RIDDLES NELLA find within BEFORE EACH COMMA.  

RICH DOABLE CHORE EVE OF
. 

 UN REBEL LETTERM
/Orion 

LETTERR/
Draco. 

COMMANDER (EnLil) OVER TO OLDEN TERM TREBLE.M  DATE  MMM  B.C. 
3000BC 

 
NELL MEAD NOTE UUAZ LETTERZ  BE

/Virgo 
BENU/south land TIME   a hint at Virgo being spring 3000 years BC   

ie:  southern hemisphere.  Verified by  the Dendera Zodiac showing Leo as the last month and Virgo the first month- 
conjoined as the Sphinx  (found by miss Frances Rolleston and published in her Mazzaroth-Mizraim, 19

th
 century) thus 

telling us the Sphinx is female – as Spring should be 
 hats off to Allan Webber for piecing this one together in his computerized template! 

10 25 3 Dans Pelligouxe sera commis l'outrage      In "Pelligouxe" will the outrage be commited  
GRADUATE NELL MEAD: SPELLING SACRED SIMULATOR AGENDA IS AT COMMA 
GREAT MUSLIM (ALAH-LU) PLANS MICROSOMAL OIL GOO   black goo 

 

 
 
The CHANI Project / X Rubicon Revealer / Dimensonal and Parallel ... thechaniproject com/nexus html  
(CHANI is an acronym for Channelled Holographic Access Network Interface.)  
Yet we have seen he does have a body, albeit almost invisible, in the painting of The Ten by Huggins 


